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Pro-union staff

files complaint
against college
0 Nov. 22 hearing set to discuss college's conduct
By Scott Carlson
News Editor
The initiative to unionize staff
members at Columbia grew more
complicated after the National
Labor Relations Board was asked
to scrutinize the college's behavior
during last month's union election.
United Staff of Columbia
College, the school's group of prounion staff members, filed objections to the college's conduct during the Oct. 14 election, according
to Gail Moran, assistant to the
director of the 13th region of the
NLRB, which governed the election.
The results of the election could
be delayed another 90 days, or
possibly indefinitely. Due to the
complaints, the grievance documents demand a new election.
The initial results of the election
were against the fom1ation of a
union, with !58 votes against and
I 38 votes for. However, 60 ballots
were challenged- and will be
counted until the NLRB investigates them-because the names
on them were not on its list of 422
eligible voters. The major complaint of the union, according to
the documents, was that the list of
eligible voters was incomplete and
altered.
The documented

$10,000.00

which were provided to The
Chronicle by the NLRB, were
fi led with the board Oct. 2 1 by the
Jaw offices of Katz, Friedman,
Eagle, Eisenstein and Johnson,
P.C., on behalf of the Illinois
Educatio n Association. They
detailed the union 's four major
complaints concerning the election.
The first complaint, according
to the documents, is that the
school did not provide the union
or the NLRB with a complete list
of eligible employees. In the union
election process. the employer
submits a list of the names and
addresses of all eligible employee
voters to the NLRB. The board
uses the Excelsior List, as it 's
called, to verify voters when they
arri ve at the election polls. The
union also uses the list to communicate with all eligible voters.
According to the documents,
Columbia ti led a revised Excelsior
List with the NLRB after submitting a different list earlier in the
month. The new list, which the
union claims it didn' t know about
until the day of the election, had
six employees removed from eligibility, according to the documents.
The documents also charge that
the 60 challenged voters were
See NLRB
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Theresa ScarbrougtVThe Chronicle
Theater students Mark S te tson and Lau ren Fisher take a break from corporate in-fighting for an
embrace during the Nov. 11 preview performance of 'Push Up,' the opening play of the Thea ter
Department's 2004-2005 dramatic season. 'Push Up,' about professional ambition gone amok,
opened Nov. 13 at the New Studio Theater in the 11th Street Campus Building, 72 E. 11th St.
For the whole story on 'Push Up,' see page 3.

College students balk at
loan debt consolidation

$14,718.00

0 Survey says half of indebted students are at least $20,000 in the hole
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tage of federal student consolidation loans," said Mark
Brenner, executive vice presiOnly one-third of recent dent of the College Loan
college graduates have con- Corp. "In the long run, by
solidated their federal student consolidating loans, students
loan debt, according
can save tho usurvey
by ~ sands."
to a
Coll egiate Funding
Th e
2004
Services.
Collegiate Funding
The s urvey also
Services Planning
showed that on averand Paying for
age, gradu ates w ho
MOIIEY Higher Educatio n
have not yet paid off
Survey, created by
their loans carry a balance of CFS, was a benchmark of stu$20,000 or more, and have dents' attitudes and opinions
monthly payments of about toward Joan debt. This year 's
$184.
survey fo und that . despite
" Literally millions of stu- shrinkin g interest rates,
dents are not taking advan- approximately 35 percent of

Commentary

A&E

Chicago don' t need
no stinkin' casinos

A friendly chat
with indie pop
hotshots The Shins

Page18

four-year college graduates
with federa l loans took
advantage of the low fixedinterest rates.
The stude nts who took
advantage of these loans also
received an extension on their
repayme nt term s thro ugh
conso lidation, wh ich could
potentially cut their monthly
payment in half.
Recent graduates will have
the opportunity to Jock in an
additional 0.6 percent interest
rate reduction if they consoli date during the grace period.
The grace period is generally the six-month span following graduation before the
See Loans Page 7
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Editor-in-Chief

Taxes: I'm not Iovin' it
he girl at the M cDonald's
cou nter giggled a bi t a t
my fr ugality. I had
made the trek fro m Columbia
up the s treet to the McDo nald 's
o n Wa bash a nd Adams with
ho pes o f cash ing in o n my free
sand wic h. I was an ins tan t
winner fo r the year ly Mono po ly
game p ut o n by the fas t food
gi ant, and my pri ze was '"an y
lunc h/ dinn e r large sandw ic h."'
G reat. Free lunc h fo r a hun gry coll ege s tude nt. Wh at
could be beu er ?
"" I' ll ta ke the do uble q uarte rpo unde r with chee se ," I sa id to
the ca s h ier. auem pting to maximi ze my free sand wic h
intake.
"' Soda ? Fries ?"' s he as ked.
" No tha nk s. J us t the b urger."
""That will be 37 ce nts," s he
said .
"Excuse me, " I s aid , d u mfo unde d. " I tho ug h t it was
free ."'
"S ir, yo u s till have to pay
the tax ," s he said , rath er
annoyed .
S udde nl y I did n' t fee l like
muc h o f a winner.
How do I pay sa les tax o n
somet hin g thaqwas no t sold?
M y tota l was Sb. And if my
math is correc t• sales tax o n
zero is zero . ri~ht ? Appare ntl y
not.
B rian O ' Mara , the nation a l
ma rket ing d irec tor for
Mc Do nald 's, o ffered me a n
apology.
" Theore t icall y, yo u s ho ul d
not have pa id th at tax,"
O ' Mara said . " Ou r corpo rate
po licy is to not pass th a t ta x
o n to th e cons um e r. "

T

O ' M ara we nt o n to say that
each McDo nald 's is owne d a nd
o pe ra ted inde pe nden t ly and
that th is tax ing incident was
an iso lated o ne .
The owners o f the Wabas h
and Adams s tore deci ded not
to take the h it o n cit y tax, an d
they ma de me pay it ins tead.
Okay , I ca n hand le 3 7 ce nts
thi s tim e. Bu t those 37 ce nts
add up. Let 's say I w in a lifetim e s upp ly o f doubl e q uarterpounde rs with c heese . and I
eat a t Mc Do nal d 's three mea ls
a d ay fo r the nex t yea r.
Be sides th e fac t th a t my liver
co uld ex plo d e , my wall e t
wo uld be a ili ng . Jus t pay in g
37 cents tax th ree t imes a day
for th e ne xt year ad d s up to
$405 . 15 . Yo wza .
But that n u mbe r is bo und to
go up so o n with the passage o f
a c ity ta x inc rease . As a matter of fact, the ci t y tax
inc rease is go ing to p ut the
mo netar y pinc h on near I y
eve r yth ing I e nj o y.
Beer tax is g o in g up to 4 3
ce nts pe r case, c ig arel!e s are
go ing up 32 cents a pac k,
park ing is goin g up a qua rt er
and sa les tax is going up .25
percent.
So. if I jus t wa nt to run to
the s tore and pi c k up a pac k o f
s mokes a nd a case o f beer, I' m
go ing to pay th e c ity c lose to
two buc ks every time I d o it.
These ite ms are s tap les o f college life. Who d oes n' t e njoy a
cold o ne now and the n?
Th e proble m is tha t May o r
R ic ha rd M. Dal ey is rais in g
these taxe s in ord er to plug
ho le s in the b ud ge t. He is

wary o f ra isin g property taxes
beca use th ose are a lready
o verinfl ated a nd ho meow ne rs
may revo lt.
Who is left to pic k up the
s lac k? People like us, the co llege s tud e nts.
We are th e g ro u p of no nho rn e o wni n g, beer dr inkin g.
parall e l pa rk ing , soc ia l s mok ing , cons ume r grunts w ho are
go ing to s ho uld er the gap for
the c ity.
Th e s tudent s wh o live in the
Pl y mo uth Cou rt do rms pro bab ly d o n' t ha ve the mea ns to
cross the India na bord er to bu
their nex t 12- pack . Ac tua ll y,
they're no t a ll o wed to d rink
anywa y, but w ho a mo ng the m
can cros s count y line s to avo i
the ba lloo ning sa les tax o n
ever yd ay items ? M aybe a
fe w luc k y o nes with auto mo bi les in the c ity co uld ma ke
the trip, but whe n they get
bac k fro m Indian a , o r w he reve r they go to, they' ll get hit
wit h a pa r kin g increa se .
It is a lread y expe ns ive to
live in C hic ago as a s tude nt.
And it looks like it is goi ng to
be a liule mo re expensive
soon .
Is th e re a solu tio n? Probabl y
no t. We c o uld qu it d r in ki ng,
q u it s mo king, q uit ea t ing a nd
qu it buying s tu ff, b ut th at is
hi g hly u nlike ly.
So may be, jus t ma ybe, nex t
time I go to cash in o n my free
sandwi c h fro m McDo na ld' s,
the o wn e rs will be g rac io us
e no ug h to pic k u p the tax.

- ag reill er @chroniclema il.com
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IAnnouncements!
• Chris Eyre Reinvents
O n Nov. 17, award -w inni ng
director C hris Ey re makes a n
appearance at Columbia.
Eyre, the director o f Skins and
Smoke Signals. is known fo r
making fi lm s about the lives o f
Nati ve Americans.
Eyre will lecture a bout the
s tereo types o f Nati ve A mericans.

The presentation, "Reinventing
Indians On -Screen, " begins at 6
p.m. in Hokin Hall, 623 S.
Wabash Ave.
• Working the interior
From No v. II to 24, the Glass
C urtain Ga llery, a lo ng with the
A rt and Des ign De partmen t,
prese nt s " Interior A rch itectureUnde rgrad uate Exh ibitio n."
The e xh ibit features work fro m
the Interio r Arc hitecture prog ram , includi ng mode ls a nd
sketches.
Th e reception f or the exhibit is
Nov. 15 from 5 p. m. to 7 p.m. at
the Glass Curtain Gallery, I / 04
S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call (3 12) 344-6650

Bacall comes to Columbia

•

L et's
get
ethical
On Nov. 19 , Co lun1bia 's Radio
Department hosts an eth ics panel
featuring C h icago-media greats
s uch as Pa t C assidy, Jo hn
De mpsey, Lin Brehmer and Ken
Ross.
T he panel will discuss censorship, the Federal Communications
Comm issio n and the First
Amendment alo ng with o ther ethical issues.

The panel airs on WCRX 88.1
FM and takes place in the C33
Gallery, 33 E. Cong ress Parkway.
• Art that gets to work
on t ime
Ani st Te hchi ng Hsieh lectures
at the Museum o f Contempo rary
Photo graphy o n Nov. 17. Hsieh
has four works o f perfo rmance
an that s pan one year each.
From 1980 to 198 1. he
punched in a time clock every
ho ur o n the hour, and ano ther
year he spent tethered to ano ther
person.
The lecture is f ree and begins
at 6 p.m. For more inf ormation,
call (3/2) 344-7104.
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High 52'

Mostly sunny
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NO\. 16
High 52'
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T imes of sun

and clouds
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Mostly cloudy
with showers
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Periods of rain
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~~~

NO\·. 19
High 48'
Low 30'

Partly sunny
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Mostly sunny
Suuda~.

Mostly sunny

Columbia students Danlelle Boyd (left), Leah Morrow and Nicanor Gutierrez share a conversation with legendary actress
Lauren Bacall at a dinner party 1n the president's mansion, 1258 N. Lasalle St., after the Nov. 11 'Up Close With ...' program.
Boyd and Morrow, accompanied by Gutierrez on piano, performed two songs for Bacall and guests at the party.
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College receives
grant to change
school lighting
0 Grant will pay for energy-efficient fixtures
By Jennifer Sabella
Assistant News Edtor

more energy- efficient. The
foundati o n offers grants to
grade sc hools, libraries and
park di stric ts as we ll .
" We have th ree priorities,"
·
Supple
said ,
" tq
improve e nergy effic iency, to develop new
energy resources and
enhanci ng
na tural
resou rces."
; , ,
"As an in stituti on of
higher learning , we
have the responsibi lity to help
lead the way in these kinds o f
areas," Berg sa id . "It's the
rig ht thing to do."
Berg believes Co lumbia
s ho uld continue to look for
ways to make the ca mpu s
more enviro nmentally friendly.
Aside from the grant for the
li ght bu lbs , Berg suggested
changing the c leaning supplies
to "green" cleaning supplies.
The "green" s upplies are more
en vironmentally
friendly.
Debish said they wil l .create
less problems for the C hi cago
Sanitation Department.
The "green" supplies are on
their way, and should be used
by housekee ping withi n the
next fe w weeks.
Berg said it was fairly simpie to change from caust ic
clea ning supplies o ver to
" green." She asked housekeeping if the supplies were availab le and they ordered them
righ t away.
Changes arou nd c ampus
have been apparent since Berg
was appointed vice president
of campus environment. From
the " Corridor Blitz" projec t to
the brightly colored buildings,
Berg has no t hesitated to
c han ge thin gs aro und the
school.
Unlike the mixed reactions
to other projects, the reaction
to the grant has been very pasitive, according to both Berg
and Deb ish.
" I'm thrilled to be bringing
fo und atio ns o f responsi bility
to the ca mpu s," Berg sa id, "to
he lp further o ur e nvi ronmen tal
responsibil it y."
The longer lasting and more
e ne rgy-efficient lighting is
a lso a fina ncial relief to the
schoo l.
"The bon om line is lower
electricity bills, a nd that's
always a plus," Debish sa id ,
''It's a ve ry nic e perk for the
schoo l."
S upple found the lower
e nergy cos ts helpful for other
schoo ls as we ll; dollars can be
spent o n educational resources
rather than e lectricity bills.
Although the ICEF didn ' t fund
the "green" cleaning supplies,
Supple co mplimented the
schoo l's aitempt to be more
e nvironmentally aware.
" It's just a smart idea on
their part," Supple said .

ii

For the first time in the
school's hi story, Co lumbia has
rece ived a $250,000
grant from the Illinois
C iean
E ne rgy
Foundation to change
the lighting o n campus.
Alicia Berg, vice
president of campus
env ironmen t, appl ied
for the grant after accepting
the posi ti o n at Columbia last
s pring, suggest in g that a
c han ge in lighting will save
the school mo ney in e ne rgy
costs, as well as pro vide bener
quality of light to the students.
The grant enables the sc hool
to change the bulbs and th e
light fixtures in eight of
Columbia 's 14 buildings. T he
c hange will reduce the bulb 's
wattage by 416 kilowatts,
making them last longer and
produce more realistic li ght.
The process for changing the
bu lbs is still being planned,
said Mike Deb ish, associate
vice pres ide nt of facilities and
operatio ns, and considering
the thousands of bu lbs that
need to be changed, it will
take time .
Debish hopes the project
will get off the ground by the
firs t of the year.
.
"The logis tics of lay ing all
of this o ut will take several
months. It 's a fairly lengthy
procedure," Debish sa id.
The light bu lb project is
beneficial to Columbia for
several reason s, sa id Derek
Sup pl e, a n energy effic iency
program ana lyst for the
Illinois
C lean
Energy
Foundation.
"[The new l ighting wi ll ]
improve student productivity
and health , and reduce operating and maintenance expe nses
fo r the college. big time,"
Supple said.
Debis h said he is grate ful for
th e grant . and thinks Columbia
is very fortunate to receiv e it.
''In thi s ti ght budge t era, it 's
nice to know we can get thi s
kind of money," he said.
Co lumbi a is not the firs t
Chicago sc hool to receive th is
grant. The ICEF has an e ntire
program dedicated to providing schools with fundin g for
lighting initiatives. DePaul
Univers ity. the Universi ty of
Chicago and Loyola University
Chicago all rec ei ved gran ts
from the fo unda tion thi s year,
along with the Ci ty Colleges
of Chicago. There were 42
grants given o ut to sc hools
sin~e the summer of 2003,
Supple said.
Last March. Mayor Richard
M. Daley worked with the
ICEF to develop grants fo r
C hicago bungalow owners as a
way to make their bungalows

Theresa Scarbrough!The Chronicle

Christopher Hill (left) and Sean Miller verbally spar about which of them is next in line for a promotion in 'Push Up,' the opening play of the Theater Department's new dramatic season. ' Push Up'
opened Nov. 13 at the New Studio Theater, 72 E. 11th St.

Workplace drama
0 New theater season kicked off Nov. 13 with German play 'Push Up'
were accessible to our students
in the college community."
Neither Stetson nor Fisher are
strangers to ambition. Fis her
Lauren Fisher and Mark
said she began acting in chilStetson have repeated the same
dren's theater whi le she was in
conversation with each other for
fourth grade. Stetson said hi s
the past fi ve weeks.
career began when he was 7
Each time the two theater stuyears old.
dents have their talk-----42 gazilHowever, as a student in a perlion times by Fisher's count,
forming arts department of a libthough that number may be
eral arts college, Fisher said her
inflated-they speak of the same
role was, at times, far e nough
things. They discuss an affair
removed from her rea lity to be a
that never happened and promochallenge.
tions at jobs that do not exist,
"A lot of us [writers and perand that neither of them will gel.
formers] don't have a
The satisfaction of
sense for the corporate,
perfecting that consterile environment,"
versation, Fisher said,
Fisher said. " But I realpaid off when she and
ly think that this show,
Stetson could fina lly
even though it's quite
have it in front ·of
far removed from the
other people.
li ves we lead here in an
"Push Up," the play
artistic community. still
Fisher and Stetson are
applies to students. You
currently performing,
have to fight for what
is the opener of the
you want, and it's nasty
Theater Department's
out there."
2004-2005 dramatic
season in the New
Even fo r student s like
Studio Theater, locatFisher,
who
are
ed in the Theater
unaware of the corporate offi ce environment,
Center, 72 E. lith St.
Every year, the
Stetson said "Push Up"
depart men t presents
might remi nd people of
fi ve ma in performtheir own lives and the
lessons of cooperation
ances, along with 4050 directing projects,
th at many have had to
fac ulty proj ects and
learn the hard way.
independent projects
" It 's a very uni versal
play in that it's no difthat are performed in
vario us theater buildfere nt than a nyth ing
ing spaces during the
someone cou ld be procourse of the school
mated in." Stetson said.
year.
Theresa Scarbrough!The Chronicle " If you inte nd to go
"Push Up," which Rachel Kuhn (left) and Damela Sumerano share a about promotion at the
o pened Nov. 13 after !~~~~ tffl~e moment In the ftrst VIgnette of the play expense of others. you
fo ur preview shows, is
p.
will fail. In theory, the
the T heater real way we succeed is by rising
a Brit ish translation of the in structor in
German
play
by
Roland Department. said he brought the up together."
Schimmel pfennig about you ng play to Col um bia after he
Sharing that message wi th the
corporate executives in London. worked on it in Contemporary audience. they said, is worth
It 's an express ionist ic workBritish Styles, a c lass he teaches maintaining the same con versapeople sto p action and break into every other year. He felt students tion with each other fo r over a
month.
mo nologue without warning- cou ld relate to it.
" I loved the themes of ambi"Push Up " runs from Nov. 15
where everyone wants to be at
the top. even if that means tion and characters who would through 21. Admission is free for
climbing on each other's backs do anything to climb over the students and faculty; general
to break through their glass ceil- backs of their competitors to admission is $5. For information
ings.
reach their goa ls," Ginsberg regarding show rimes or to
Between flashes of a stock said. "I thought the themes of reserve tickets. call (312) 344market ticker and the perpetual ambition and corporate culture 6126.
By Scott Carlson
News Editor

hum of air conditioning, F isher
and Stetson play Patrizia and
Robert, respectively. co: workers
and victims of the same onenight stand in the play's middle
vignette. Their story is sa ndwiched between similar tales of
ambitious animosity-Ange lika
(Rachel Kuhn ) and Sabine
(Daniela Sumerano) followed by
Hans (Sean Miller) and Frank
(Christopher Hill), held together
by mono logues o f security
guards Heinrich (Jon Sharlow)
and Maria (Meghan Principe).
Director Jeff Ginsberg. an
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The Mvsic Center of Co
1014 S. Michigan

at 11

Concert

th

lumbia College Chicago
St.
Hall

Frequenc

Events

Monday November 15

Chuck Hedges Swingtet
12:30 PM
Tuesday November 16

Conjunto: Latin Jazz Concert
12:30 PM
Student Concert Series
7:00PM
Wednesday November 17

Chuck Webb: Jazz & Hip Hop
Collision Workshop
12:30 PM
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble
7:30PM
Friday November 19
Classical Performers International Presents:

From Russia with Love, a piano recital
Ana Fau, pianist
8:00PM
For ticke ts to this even t and more information
call312-202-0894.
Music stude nts plea se reserve free tickets at the
thi rd floor re ception d esk.

All Concert Hall events are free unless otherwtse state d .
For more info : 312/344-6300
Music Center pianos provided by Ortigara's Music ville, t nc.

Columbia College Television Dept.

Program Guide for University (enter on Chonnel32
Camfrus Update
Columbia s forum for campus news, announcements, evenh, weather info & more. ..
MWFSu: 6o, Sa, lOa, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSo: 7a, 9o, lla, lp, 3p, Sp, 7p, 9p, ll p

Exposure

Profi(es of Columbia'sfuwlty, staff &students )n their field of expertise.
This week's featured artist: Tony Trigitio, Englisb Deportnient Faculty
MWFSu: 10:30a
TRSa: 7:30p

Reel Stuff
Aprofile of student film, video, animation & documentary projects.
This week's featured m1im: Mike Kog-an and Roman Ftlrias, Television ma~rs
MWFSu: llo
TRSo: 8p

Hot Spots
Afasl-pa(ed, entertainment program that visits different venues around Chicago.

Featured: Maxwell Street, Skydive Chicago, Adler Planetarium
MWFSu: 11 :30o
TRSo: 8:30p

Reel Stuff
Aprofile of student film, video, animation &documentary projects.
This week's feetured artist: Terry Hahin, Filmmajor
MWFSu: 12:30o
liSa: 9:30p

What Will Happen When I Die?
Adocumentary !hot explores ihe differences in the philosophy of after life
in the four major refigions: Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Jewism
MWFSu: 1p
TRSo: lOp

College Town, USA

(NLJ

The new visits college campuses, hong-oots and students around the toontry.
This week's open house: University of Arizona inTucson.
MWFSu: Sp

Garners

(NLJ

JOIN THE

Video games of all genres and game plo1forms areexplored.
MW~Su: 8:30p

GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKE OUT®

A/V Squad (NL)

NOVEMBER 18, 2004

·

Meet musicians end dj'sfrom around the rountrtwhilevisiting some hot dubs.
MWFSu: 9p &9:30p
'

Comedy Night School"tNLJ

t

·
Join Professor o'oug Gordon on wrioos comedicadventures ondressans.
MWFSu: lOp

The Gleib Show (NLJ

~ib and his crew venture to many events ancf

MWFSu: 10:30p

an annual event in which smokers
across the nation attempt to quit
smoking, or smoke less for one day.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO GET HELP
QUITTING, CALL THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

AT 312.344.6830 OR STOP OUR OFFICE AT
731 S. PLYMOUTH COURT (LOWER LEVEL)

-------

Planet X (NLJ

Some of the very best footage inextreme spem ori lite ptOnet.
MWFSu: llp
p.·
·+ '.r

-1'
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Campus News

SGA Dollars show

Politicians seem to have all the fUn·

students the 01oney
0 SGA members' enthusiasm said to be high
tons as well as wristbands on order,
and hopes that students will save up
the dollars and eventuall y win big-

By Jennifer Sabella
Ass,stant NeY.s Edw

In an effort to increa>e student
on ca mpu ~. the

ger prizes. Torres

~aid.

"'We need to tighten up the limits
Student Government J\~socicuinn i~ on this program,"' sa id Dominic
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After the Nov. 9 SGA meeting, some new members, like SGA senator Chris Hamilton, stuck
around to whack a pinata and munch on candy.
.
.
Jar it becomes and take it from
there."
Torres and Cottone hope that the
program is a s uccess and that they
can eventually give away bigger
prizes such as bookstore vouchers
and iPods.
"We want to g ive back to the students as much as we can," Cottone
said.
Dollars can be redeemed starting
Nov. 16 at the SGA meeting, and
redemptio n days w ill continue

through the end of the semester on
January 22. Meetings are at 5 p.m.
in The Hub, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
the first Tuesday of every month.
"We want students to gei to know
their senators," Torres said. ''They'·ll
get dollars for expressing how they
feel about Columbia."
Cottone said he is happy about
the large turnout at recent SGA
meetings as well as the enthus iasm
among SGA members this semester.

" In the past I have had trouble
getting people involved," Cottone
said. "And this year students are
extremely gung-ho."
SGA senators are not only working on the SGA Dollars campaign,
but they are also working with
departments to get more lockers as
wel l.
"Students should keep their eyes
open," Co ttone said. ''T~ere's a lot
of stuff on the horizon that will be
very visible to s tudents."

Movie deal possible for student
0 $50,000 could await film and video senior if movie pitch is picked up

Columbia senior Holden Hayes
might have a movie deal with a
Hollywood producer that wo uld
make him $50,000 richer.
Hayes, a fi lm and video major, sat
in Michael Caplan's Film/Video
Producing Ill class when former
Columbia student and independent
producer Kirkland Tibbels came and
spoke to the class.
Tibbels' company, Funny Boy
Films, recently released its second
fil m, Latter Days, about a gay man
facing Christian life.
Tibbels explained how pitching
works in Ho llywood, and for the
sake of realism, he asked the class to
pitch him ideas for a future film. As
the class pitched ideas, Tibbels listened attentively, and looked for ones
that could eventually tum into a film.
'The who le class pitched ideas.
They were so unique, so interesting,"
Tibbels said.
Then, on the spot, Hayes came up
with the winning pitch.
Hayes suggested a film about a 9year-o ld boy genius running for president of the United States.

"Holden 's pitch sounded quite
commercial and timely," Tibbels
said.
He offered cash up front for the
idea to I-:Iayes, and asked him to ·
throw out some numbers as other
class members' jaws dropped,
Tibbels said. After discussing numbers with the class, Hayes decided he
didn' t want to sell off his idea so easily.
" Holden wanted to stay involved,"
Tibbels said. " He made a wise decision."
Hayes and Tibbels negotiated and
signed a deal on a legal pad in the
classroom, awarding Hayes at least
$50,000 if the movie is made.
Tibbel s' lawyers have the contract
and are "working out some details."
Caplan was happy for Hayes, but
is aware of how much goes into getting a film made.
"It was only a pitch," said Caplan.
"You still need a script and actors. A
lot goes into the production of a film;
it can take up to five years."
Tibbels said he will let Hayes look
over his shoulder from start to fini sh
as part of his commitment to
Columbia's future filmmakers.
Tibbels is looking into several

Ho llywood screenwriters, and Hayes
will have a say in which script he
likes best. Tibbels also discussed
possible story credits for Hayes if the
fi lm gets made.
"[Story credits] are a big deal,"
Tibbels said.
Tibbels likes to give back to the
college comm unity, no t o nly at
Columbia, but nationwide. He often
· visits colleges and speaks about his
art in production.
" I'm committed to work w ith students and they want to learn. A lot of
these guys are good," Tibbels said.
Funny Boy Films usually makes
fi lms relating to the gay and lesbian
community, which Hayes' 9-yearo ld boy genius idea doesn't fit into,
but that doesn't matter to Tibbels.
"Funny Boy is about gays, lesbians or comedy," Tibbels said.
"[Hayes' film is] a sweet comedy,
political, centered around a boy
genius."
If everything works out and Hayes
gets the money, he has plans for it
"I will put it toward my career,
acquiring other material and script
ideas," Hayes said. "I don't want to
spend it. I will hold onto it."

own mass e-mails for a correction,
the school is accused of misinfo rming staff regarding the election.
The fourt h charge in the document alleges that Columbia offi cials selecti vely "targeted" unio n
acti vists w ith job promotio ns that
wou ld render them ineligible to
vote in the election, as well as
"warning these employees to not
speak out in favor o f the union
prior to the election."
The college's o nly comment on
the allegations is that they understand filin g complaints is routine in
union e lections, Lloyd said . He
also said Columbia has responded
to them, and now is waiting for the
NLRB to determi ne whether the

charges have any merit.
" At thi s point, we're s imply
waiting," Lloyd said. " We haven' t
heard anything more from the
NLRB, and we're waiting just like
everybody else."
The voter challenges and the
objections are set for a hearing o n
Nov. 22, said . Joan McGrath,
administrative assistant to the chair
o f the film and video department
and one of US of CC's chief organizers.
Bo th the school and the unio n
will have a period of 14 days to
present evidence in support of their
objections to the NLRB, Moran
said . The other party, the employer,
is also given an opportunity to provide ev idence regarding those

objections.
"We will have a report on the
objections and challenges .. . and
our recommendations that wi ll go
to the board ... within 90 days of
the date the petition was filed,"
Moran said. "We just don't know
how quickly the board will act, and
there is not a full complement of
board members, and they are very
backlogged, unfortunately."
US o f CC filed with the NLRB
to unionize in September. The college's position toward the union
has been that while they respect the
rights of employees seeking unionization, maintaining a direct relationship with the staff members is a
better solution for addressing their
needs.

By Tiffani Walker
StaffWriler

Tunisia Fortson/The Chronicle

Coquie Hughes, a Columbia student-at-large interning with the
Director's Guild Association, hands Kirkland Tibbels, producer of
the film 'Latter Days,' samples of her work Oct. 26. Tibbels visited Producing ,Ill, a film and video course, to explain the pitching
systems of Hollywood. Tibbels offered senior Holden Hayes a
cofltract on the spot for the rights to his idea for a movie about a
9-year-old genius running for president.

NLRB
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incl uded in the bargaini ng unit
defined by Columbia and the
unio n, but were left off the
Excelsior List. T he union also says
that it is aware o f additio nal
employees who fit into the bargai ning unit description but were not o n
the Excels ior List and did not vote,
according to the legal documents.
T he impli catio ns of the first
complaint alone, according to the
documents, warrant~ new election.
The seco nd comp laint said
Columbia di rected employees to
the wrong election sites.
Two sites wer~ used for polling
during the election-the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., designated for staff members
who worked north o f Balbo Drive,

and the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave., for those working
south of Balbo Drive. The o bjectio ns charge that some staff members from the 1104 Center who
were listed incorrectl y. When they
tried to vote at that location, they
were warned that their votes probably would no t be counted.
T he third complaint centers
around an e- mail di stributed
thro ugh ColumbiaONLINE, the
school's internal news service, by
Mark Lloyd, vice pres ident of marketi ng and communications. The
Oct. II e-mail, included with the
documents, incorrectly announced
the election for Oct. 20 , not the
correct Oct. 14 date. Because
employees could not send their
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Columbia's
musical gem.
0 Black music center houses more than just hip-hop
By Kristen Menke
Mana~ng Etitor
Visiting the Center for Black
Music Research is like fi nding the
"Secret Garden." Tucked away
behind a locked door in a maze of
hallways on the sixth fl oor of the
Wabash
Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., this out of the way
spot is a treasure trove of
black music history.
Since it was founded in
1983 by Samuel A. Floyd
Jr., the center has evolved
into a renowned archive and library
for all types of black music
research, with scholars, filmmakers, students and even the BBC tapping its vast resources on all genres
of black music, including: ragtime,
jazz, samba, opera, reggae and contemporary form s like hip-hop.
"Students should know that it's
known throughout the world. It's a
jewel. It gives Columbia a reputatiQn with musicologis ts," said
Suzanne Flandrbu, librarian and
archivist at C BMR.
Whi le the library, which was
added in 1990, is an important part
of the center, it is only one component o f CBMR. The center also
offers lectures and six courses at
Columbia, including The Jazz
Traditio n and Black C lassical
Music and Musicians, and it published the Black Music Research
Journal. It has previously included
performances by the Black Music
Repertory Ensemble and various
conferences throughout the United
States.
"The center's mission is to document and disseminate information
on all styles and genres of black
music," said Rosita Sands, director
o f CBMR. " All music produced
across the 'African diaspora."
"[When it was founded] there
was nothing like it.," Flandreau
said.
It was Columbia's cutting edge

vision that brought the center to the
school.
"Columbia has always been a
place that has edge, that is willing
to take risks, willing to do unusual
and neat things," Flandreau said .
The ultimate goal -of the center,
according to Sands, is to educate
the public about the scope
and significance qf black
music.
"We have classical music
of African descent," said
Flandreau, who has been
MUSIC with the center's library
si nce it opened. "That's
someth ing that most people don't
realize."
"Most people think that black
music is jazz or hip-hop or rap," she
said.
T he collection housed in the
library and archive includes 3,300
pieces of music and scores, 2,900
books and 11,000 sound recordings, most o f which were do nated
by composers or family members
of composers. Fro m the very first
submission more than a decade
ago-a series of scores written during the period from 19 16 to 1926
by Edmund Thorton Jenkins-to
the more recent contributions of
renowned musicologist Eileen
Southern's research, the archives
are available to the public, with
staff assistance in handling the
more sensitive documents.
"I really like this stuff: manuscripts and archives, old record ings
.. . the tactile sensation of a 78
recording," Flandreau said.
The center offers a one of a kind
opportunity for students and schoiars to interact outside the classroom
in a dynamic way, Flandreau said.
Researchers, filmm akers and students get to interact in an unrestrictive and, according to Flandreau,
unlibrary-like fashion.
"People think of archives as
dusty and musty. Archives are not
musty," she said.
She encourages all students, even

00

Eric Davis/The Chrooide

Columbia's Center for Black Music Research, located in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave., houses a collection of books, audio recordings, manuscripts and scores from AfricanAmerican musicians in every genre, from obscure artists such as classicalist Edmund Thornton
Jenkins to more modern sounds.
those not studying music, to visit
the library and archive, whether it's
listening to jazz at the carrels or
exploring the archi ves with the
assis tance o f a librarian, she
believes there is value for all students in the work that CBMR does.
And Sands agrees.
"[Students get] more knowledge
about black music, which has made
a significant contribution to
American culture and American
music," Sands said.
As for the future o f C BMR,
Sands is looking toward the kinder-

wans

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

African -American musical memorabilia, including records by
Paul Robeson, Howlin' Wolf, Stevie Wonder and Kurtis Blow,
adorn a glass case in the Center for Black Mustc Research.

garten to high school crowd as
more opportunities to develop a
generation o f students who appreciate the impact of black music.
"I would like to broaden and
expand our outreach," she said.
"Scholars and researchers know
who we are."
Sands said that the educational
initiative of expanding to pre-college classrooms would give students of all ages a "better understanding of music in general and
the contribution that black music
makes to the arts."

In addition to reaching an audience o utside Columbia, the CBMR
staff work to get recognition within
the Col~ mbia community, playing
host to classes that visit the library
and archive, making presentations
about black musicians to classes
and even encouraging new faculty
already familiar with the center to
bring their classes in and get them
engaged in the history of black

musiC.
"We want to make sure people
know they are welcome here,"
Flandreau said.
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student 's loans are set to begin
repay ment. The added interest
reduction could potentially save
graduates thousands of do llars in
interest over the course of paying
back their loans.
"The interest rate is determined
based on the 91 -day Treasury Bill
that is put into effect every July
I," Brenner said. "It is beneficial
for s tudents now to conso lidate,
because the interest rate has
increased fo ur times since the 91 day Treasu ry Bill went into effect
for this year from just over I percent to 2 percent."
The F.ederal Consolidati o n
Loan Program helps s tudent loan
borrowers combi ne ex isti ng federal lo ans into a single, fixed
interest rate with extended payment options. T hi s can reduce
payments from 55 percent up to
58 percent if borrowers consolidate wi thin the grace period. The
loans also have no cost to s tart
and there is no pre-payment
pe nalty if the s tudent chooses to
pay the loans early.
"Student loan consolidation is a
powerfu) financial tool available

to those looking for increased
fl exibili ty and a lower mo nthly
payment," said J. Barry Morrow,
CEO o f Collegiate F undi ng
Serv ices. "U nfort unately, too
many students are still not aware
of the benefits of consolid ation
and continue to be saddled with
large month ly student loan payments at a time in their lives
when every penny counts."
The annu al benchmark sur vey
also reported that more than half
of the students who have not paid
off their loans have $20.000 or
more in stude nt loan debt. Mo re
than o ne-third of those pay more
than $200 a month in student loan
pay ments.
Acco rding to C FS. 36 percent
o f graduates who received a student loan bill said they are surprised by the amount , and nearly
60 percent have problems paying
o tT other financial ob ligat io ns
during this time.
"Consolidation of loans i> a
good thing for students," said
Ti m 13auhs, executi ve director of
student

financial

Colu mbia. "It

gtv~,
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at

them a fixed

interes t rate over a longer period
of time, which pre vents tluxuation and allows the student to
save at the same time . which ca n
lead to added savings. If you
make direct payments from your
checking account, for instance,
the interest rate is lower."
In a recent stud y of CFS statistics, the Harris Institute conduct:
ed a survey of its own from April
I thro ugh Apri I 20, 2004. Of the
695 college graduates who took
the survey. 668 used federal
loans. 663 had not yet paid off
their loan,, -191 received a student loan bill and 410 have difficulty pay ing o ther obligations
because of their loa n,.
The consolidation procc" i,
not avai lable to everyone. The
process has certain

stipulation~

that each applicant must meet in
order to qual ify for a loan. T he
applicant must have at l ca~t two

loan, and more than $10.000 111
debt 111 order 10 qual1fy for a fed eral consolidati on loan . Mo>t
Columbia gr;:~duatcs are ellgtbk
for ...:onsolttlatton after four ) t.::lf!-.

of tutllon pnrc:-..
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GLASS
curtain

GALLERY

conawav
HOKIN
center
CENTER

S PACE S
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

Tuesday, November 16th
1 p.m. - 3 p.m .
623 S. Wabash 1st floor
Hokin Gallery

SPECIA L GUESTS

rHEM ' s~
PERFORMANCE ANO ADMISSION GUIDELINES

Featuring: "Drum Master"

9B'An 'J ~'7r;rrel~e

At least one person In your group must be a

Columb1a College student w1th a valid Fall 2004
Columbia College 10 lEach Columbl• College Chlcego
student •• permitted 1 non.Columbla guest)

LIMITED PERFORMANCE SLOTS AVAILABLE PER GENRE

FREF ADMI SSIO N FREE REFRES HMENTS. FREE FUN.

The Hokin Annex will be closed
November 1 - December 17th Por renovations.
The Hokin Gallery will also be renovated durin·g this
time, but will be open to the Columbia community. We
apologize Por the inconvenience!!
Please visit C33 Gallery, the Conaway Center or the
Library Por additional stud y and relaxation areas.
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Interior Architecture
BFA Program Exhibition
November

11-24,2004
Reception:
Monday,
November 15,
5- 7pm
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GLASS
curtai n

GALLERY

S P A. C E S ,___

__J

THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

Hokin Gallery
623 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, ll60605

cspaces.colum.edu
312.344.7696
contact: Julie Caffey

Sketchy Ill
November 10-- 24, 2004

Sketches and Sketchbooks from students, staff
and faculty of Columbia College Chicago.

2004

THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

FLORENCE EXHIBIT

2004 Florence Exhibit
Columbia Arts/Florence Summer Program

November 11-December 8, 2004

Works created during the summer of 2004 by
Columbia College Chicago students and faculty
in the Columbia Arts/Florence program.
C33 Gallery I 33 E. Congress Ave.
hours: M-Th 9-7, F 9-5, Sat. by appt.
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Bush signs bill for suicide prevention
0

$82 million pledged for college health centers to reduce suicides

2003, when a different bill was
passed to provide suicide awareness programs for colleges and
During the last 50 years, suicide universities.
rates have increased dramatically
Recent
studies
by
withi n all commun ities, especially Healthyliving.com, show that suion college campuses. On Oct. 2 I, cide has jumped to become the
Presidem Bush passed a bill second leading cause of death
increasing the funding for suicide among college students, just
awareness and prevention within behind car accidents. Studies also
the college community witlt hopes indicate that institutions have little
of breaking .--~-------------, to no available
that trend.
"Passing this bill was very
resources for
Tite Garrett
depressed or
personal to us because we
Smt th
Lee
suicidal indiMcmonal Act wanted some good to come of viduals. This
Garrett's tragedy... This is a
aUihonLes the
unavailability
go\·cmment to
may
have
very strong step forward in
gtvc S82 nulcontributed to
helping
children
and
preventlion to college
tlte increased
ing tragedies like the one we
mcmal- hca lth
rates of suicide
centers during
in recent years.
experienced."
tltrec-year
a
" It
is
period.
ex trem e l y
--Sen. Gordon H. Smith,
·nte billimportant to
named
after
develop
a
father ofGarreU Lee Smith
Garrett Smitlt,
program for
and
sponsor
of
the
bill.
the son o f Sen.
universities
Gordon
H. ' - - - - - - - - -- - -----' that will help
Smith. who committed suicideto identify at-risk students,
comes 111 the wake of a large encourage appropriate treatment
increase of suicide rates in the col- and prevent suicide," said Dr. J.
lege community. Tite government John Mamt, president of the
has taken steps in the past few American Foundation for Suicide
years to ensure that help for suici- Prevention.
dal md11·iduals is available. One
The bill will pay about $82 milsuch step was taken in October hon over the next three years to

By Andy Cline

Assooate Ed1tor

provide s tate and local
governments and nonprofit organizations with grants
needed to develop and
expand youth suicide prevention and screening programs.
The distribution of the
money will result in $60
million for states and tribes
and $22 million for colleges and universities, said
F.
Farrell,
Elizabeth
Chronicle
of Higher
Education member.
Given the state of the
government's budget for
the next fiscal year. it is
unclear when the bill will
officially go into effect.
Since the fiscal year began
on Oct. I, the funds will be
appropriated when availKRT
able.
Park Ranger Judy Teeter is one of the employees at Royal Gorge
"Passing this bill was Bridge in Canon City, Colo., trained to respond to suicide situations.
very personal to us The bridge averages one suicide jump every three years.
because we wanted some
good to come of Garrett's tribute to suicide are diverse, so depression, which could be easily
tragedy," Smith said. "This is a any efforts to help understand the treated.
The new legislation will pay for
very strong step forward in help- tragedy are beneficial.
AFSP research shows that 90 provisions and services to help
ing children and preventing
tragedies like the one we experi- percent of college students who reduce the rate of suicide among
take their own lives have a diag- youth of all ages, including colenced."
With the bill passed, organiza- nosable mental illness, usually lege students.

tions are collecting data on suicides so the money is put to good
use.
The American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention released a
summary of figures in the summer
of 2004, that aided the passing of
the Garrett Lee Smith Memorial
Act.
In 2003 , more than 30,000 people committed suicide in the
United States alone. It was the
country's II th leading cause of
death and third among those ages
19 to 24. The rate is higher for college students. Since 1950, the suicide rate among college-age
women has doubled, while the
rate amo ng college-age men has
tripled.
The AFSP reports that in many
Americans' minds suicide is often
characterized as a response to a
single event or a set of circumstances. However, the popular
conceptions of suicide are generKRT
KRT ally wrong. Suicide is a much President George W. Bush signed a bill to increase suicide preA wreath adorns the spot where a Belle Glade, Fla., college more involved and complex phe- vention programs in the hope of reducing the number of suinomenon. The factors that con- cides on college campuses.
student hung himself on a tree.

Identity thieves eye college students as easy targets for victimization
0 Unwitting theft victims find credit rating destroyed, future job prospects dismal due to filched identity
(U WIRE) WASH!NGTONKari Hirsh, a junior at George
Washington University from
Great Neck, N.Y., said she has
learned to always rip up her
shopp ing receipts. Recently,
H irs h received a phone call from
her bank about charges on a
credit card totaling nearly $800.
But, II irsh said she did not
make these charges, nor was her
actual cred it card s to len.
" I really have no idea w hat
happened," she said. " I just got a
call from a bank one day and
found out that someone stole my
ident ity and used it to apply for a
credit card and then charged
thing\ under my name ."
II ir\ h wrote a letter to the

cred it card fraud department and
was not held accountable for the
purchases made us ing her name.
" I've heard about these things
but I never tho ught it could actually happen to me," she said.
Identity theft, according to the
Office of the Inspector General,
occurs when someone uses
someone e lse's personal identifying information witho ut any
knowledge or permiss io n.
The info rmation can be used
to obtain credit cards, wire less
phones and services, loans and
mortgages, jobs, and to commit
fraudulent and crimi nal acts,
leaving the naive victim res ponsible. Analysts say the growth of
the Internet and digital finance,

expanding consumer credit
worldwide, varyi ng law enforcement on the local and federal
levels and the changing reg ulations governing the credit industry are factors wh ich he lped
identity the ft become an easier
crime to comm it.
In 1998, Congress recognized
identity theft as a federa l crime,
promptin g the Federa l Trade
Commission to setup a victim
ass is tance center one year later.
According to a recent survey by
the Federal Tr.ade Commission,
more than 10 million Americans,
including 500,000 young adults,
were victims of identity theft
co mpared with a half a million
in 2002.

Experts said they expect the
increase in the amount o f ident ity theft victims to continue.
From 2002 to 2003, crime rates
for identity theft and fraud targeting college students increased
more than 80 percent than that of
the genera l population. Nearly
90 percent of identi ty theft and
fra ud cases at univers ities occur
unbeknownst to the victim for
severa l months or years in some
cases.
College students are easy targets for identity theft, according
to the Ident ity Theft Resource
Center, a nonprofit group that
helps identity theft victims, consumers. legislators, the media
and law en forccment officials

understand the crime and
increase awareness.
The ITRC said students may
not monitor their credit card bills
closely enough to verify expenses and purchases, allowing criminals to go undetected for a long
time . In addition to cred it card
bills, college students are concerned about thieves getting a
hold of social security numbers.
Many have their social security numbers on their d rivers'
licenses. Almost half of all college students have had grades
posted by social security numbers, according to the Office of
the Inspector General.

See Identity, Page 13
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Myspace
or yours?
BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
reading something from the
incessantly growing mound of.
books and magazines that
have been collecting dust. I
guess if I had time to clean,
dust wouldn't be collecting.
But really, if I had the time to
clean, I'd probably just read.
Or, here's a thought: sleep.
But no sleep 'til Brooklyn, as I
say. (OK, as the Beastie Boys
say.)

cheating on work with the
Internet anyway, I figured I
Ulight as well give it a shot.
Besides, t thought I didn't
already have enough distractions, so it was time for something new to keep me from .
doing anything productive With
my life. Unless you count
leaving comments for friends
and posting photos producMost days, my schedule is
tive-which I usually do,
fairly manageable. But
especially on Tuesday nights,
can't imagine life without
Tuesday
is
the
day
fr.
o
m
hell.
so I can justify staying awake
the Internet (or
No, Tuesday is hell. After
"writing" until 4 a.m.
"lnternets," as our presigoing
to
class
and
doing
interI mean, it takes time to write
dent would say). As far as I
views all day, I have to go
well-crafted articles and I'm
can remember, I've been an
home and do homework and
dedicated enough to sacrifice
online junkie, but that has
work all night to make deadsleep to make sure every
never been a problem unt(l
.line. No, this very column did
word I write is the exact word
recently. It's gotten to the
not make deadline, but it's not
that should be written. I anapoint where I feel as though I
my
fault.
I
blame
the
Internet.
lyze every sentence and .
have ADHD-web induced
And with the surge in popular- rewrite every paragraph, JUSt
ADHO. It's true. I can't seem
ity of things like Friendster,
to
be sure. Why else would it
to go more than 10 minutes at
and more recently, Myspace,
take me so long to write
a computer without checking
I've realized I'm becoming
something like this column?
my e-mail-all three addressless productive with each
es.
I'm fine with taking six hours
passing day.
to write this simple column. I
Instead of doing homework
When Friendster first caught wouldn't want to be able to
or making deadlines, I spend
on, I refused to join. I had
write it in 30 minutes as many
countless hours each night
already been an instant mesother writers can. They obvichecking e-mail and instant
saging addict and didn't see
ously
don't have the kind of
messaging people, who, like
the point of joining an "online
distractions I do, and frankly,
me, also have more important
community" composed of the
that kind of distractionless life
things to do. Yet, we still presame people I chatted with all
just doesn't seem fun . I know
lend to multi-task until 2 a.m.,
not for me.
it's
the time anyway. But after
only half doing those aforenumerous "friend requests," I
Now, I have to write a five mentioned. more important
finally gave in. After I had all
page paper for a class that's
lh1ngs And, all the while, I'm
the people I knew who would
due at the end of the week.
chugg1ng cheap Redbull
join
such
a
thing
on
my
list,
But
first, I'll have to check my
knock-offs to help me stay
there was nothing else left for
e-mail-all of them-read my
awake to do "work •
me at Friendste~. Enter
Myspace messages, ~eave
Lrke the Majority of studen ts Myspace.
some for others, post new
at lh1s scnoo/, I have a full
photos, add new friends
When a friend 1nvl!ed me to
class schedule and a job. So,
the site, I was reluctant. But
(maybe delete some current
I should be usmg my "free"
after a while, it began to grow
ones) and instant message a
t1me to catch up or Silly lh1ngs on me. even though I felt like
few people for just an hourl1ke cleanmg, domg laundry or
I was cheat1ng on Fnendster.
two max So, ·if I start today, I
But hey, I had already been
should have 11 done 20 minutes before class.

I

What d istracts you most when you 'redoing homework on the computer?

Ryan Carlton
Freshman
Interactive Multimedia

Hope

ll cplin~er

Jun1or
Film

i\utm Shenkm.an
Jun1or
Theater

Naomi

Prcsc~tt

Jumor
C ultural Studies
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Internet relationships come to life at Metro
Myspace.com hosts a dance party for users in Chicago
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
Webcams, blogs and doctored photos will be irrelevant
after Myspace.com rids users
of excuses not to meet up in
person . Internet relationships
will be given the opportunity to
blossom w ith in-person com munication when the Metro
hosts an all-night event for the
online community Myspace on
Friday, Nov. 19. The event will
bring blind dates from around
the city to one big dance party

for the free service. This past
week, Anderson sent an invite
to all of Chicago's Myspace
users.
"I got so many requests for a
C hicago Mys pace party," he
wrote , "and now you're gonna
get one ! Hope to meet you all
in Chicago! This will be my first
time visiting you r city."
Myspace is a spawn of
online journaling communities
where users can list their preferences a nd pet
peeves as well as
photos and interTQtn~Jr> 'J'I,IO.n:"I.Cn•~...,~twcrit
8Sting informatiOn
.___ _ _ _ _ ____, about themselves.
1-·.......... .... - .
Steve from Miami
~.........~-··- ..... ·~· ......
could find his soul
mate Jill,
from
Anchorage,
and
OM • - < •>• 0• 0 MO ,_, , _ , .
talk all night without

-··

m=:::::=:tJ!i~---·

i ,... .........._

~~=:= .6::: j E£:!·:~~1.~:?..~£c:::z:.:=-:-:.c. ~~~n~·cdh~~~:sna~~
_,_,_

·,.~·

~

-~ ~;;:-:,·;::·•=•;;t;;;;;.;.;;;.:;:,-z;··· ·- that pesky speak·
- ·~z.. 1 ~.~~:;;;i:;!."";-:~":?1';:;- ..- ...- ing thing.

I

~~~: :,;;-::,::!.i~":"~'!'"''4·¥

the ince~f
Friendster.com in
·
..-.,....... _ - .,..,...., H~ ~2003,
Internet
:::;:;;;;.~-;:;..:;;.~ ' i!.'::.:;::.:~.~"!t::-""~.::~:.:::..•· J·unkies were slowly
§.~1f·.:--·
_..,~~
drawn to the six·
F.f.=:::::!·~
:":'::
·~-~-:E
~'"~;;;:·:::
· :=
' ~·-§·E-~
~-:§
~u
~~F.::'=:=i:=:':'~ degrees-of-separaMyspace creator7Tom Anderson's profile, a basic lion phe nomenon,
template for users.
being linked to
strangers through
featuring Paul Anthony, DJ friends of friends, exes, family
Heather, DJ
Flipside, DJ members or colleagues . A free
Speed and Alex Peace with online commun ity that allows
Diz.
use rs to show o ff their
Tom Anderson, c reator of acquaintances and comments
Myspace, is the fi rst friend from them, Friendster was the
users see when they sign up type of addiction that everyone
... >'4 · ...

:.:.:::::~

.u~ tio~ith
...

. . . .. , . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .

..

;:;:"L~.~!.~:f:;~~:r:: ~~; :.

I ..

had, but no one would
actually admit to.
M ys p ace.com
sprouted shortly after
Friendster's popularity
boomed, and though
Friendster
faithfuls
were rel uctant to follow, Myspace offered
more features , like
larger photo space,
blogging capabilities
and page customization .
Personal
profiles
spurned businesses,
magazines, and perhaps
the
biggest
benefactors, bands, to
reach out to the ir
demographic internationally by searching
for people's interests,
locations, ages or sexual preferences.
"Myspace is a phenomenal
netwo rking
tool,"
said
Columb ia student Danielle
Call. "Three weeks ago I made
a page for the band I manage,
Ch ristpuncher. T heir three
songs on the site have gotten
400 plays collectively [and it]
resulted in a record company
putting the band on a compilation album as well as offers to
do shows."
Word-of-mouth has given
Myspace a buzz and advertisers have flocked to market to
its millions of users. Myspace
built on previous online services and allowed instant e-mails
and messages to be conduct-

ed through one program-but
Myspace is faster and easier
to use than others like Yahoo
or Match.com.
"I like that I can keep up with
friends who live far away, tour
friends, band friends, etc.,"
said Brandon Ross , an avid
Myspace user. "I also like that I
can meet new, pretty girls
since I suck at it in real life.
Going out in public and being
recognized from here at shows
and parties is rather amusing."
Myspace is not centered on
dating, unlike similar services
that often charge to view a profile and direct contact info.
There are also few technical
difficul ties compared with
despite
the
Friendster,

unavoidable glitches caused
by a site that receives milli ons
of hits a day.
Knowing so much about a
person based upon their
detailed profile of hobbies and
elusive "about me" facts
makes finding a missed connection that much easier.
Forget Friendster, head to the
Metro Myspace party to find
out if your Internet significant
other looks like his or her
Photoshopped candid in rea l
life.
Chicago's Myspace Party
will be at the Metro, 3730 N.
Clark St. on Friday, Nov. 19 at
10 p.m. The event is 18 and
older.
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Program Price:
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JOIN NICOLAS CAGE ON AN ADVENTURE
THAT WILL MAKE HISTORY!
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~f OM~itsg short

ana the
nom1nees
are ...

By T<ish Bendix/ A'5istant A&E Edite<

he Shortlist Music
Prize is the antithesis
of the Grammys or
American Music Awards,
honoring musicians whose
work has sold less than
500,000 copies in the
United States. Created by
former MCA A&R representative Tom Sarig and
Greg Spotts, president of
his own entertainment
company, the Shortlist is a
$10,000 prize for an artist
under specific qualifications.
With an original list of 76
nominated
musicians,
whose
albums
were
released between July 1,
2003, and June 30, 2004,
10 were ultimately selected
for this year's 4th Annual
Shortlist Music Prize. The
winner will be announced
after a live concert in Los
Angeles Nov. 15 at the
Avalon Theater, whe re
some of this year's finalistsDizzee Rascal, TV on the
Radio and Nellie McKa-,
are scheduled to perform.
The Shortlist selects
musicians and producers to
make up the Listmakers,
responsible for nominating
deserving titles and eventually voting on the chosen
year's
finalists .
This
Listmakers include Robert
Smith, singer and songwriter for The Cure, film
director Jim Jarmusch,
Rolling Stone journalist
Toure and Grammy winner
Norah Jones.
"My partner Tom Sarig
and I were both in the
record-making community
and managing a bunch of
left-centered
musicians,
engineers and producers,"
Spotts said. "We helped in
the process of making creative artistic records and
watched record companies
shrug and say, 'What do we
do with it?' We liked the
idea of starting something
that would raise awareness
about creative work that
may not be exactly what's
like on the radio."
In 2001 , Spotts and Sa rig
contacted major players in
the music industry to come
up with nominees for their
different kind of award.
"It becomes easier each
year," Spotts said about
finding
interested
Listmakers. "They know
about [the Shortlist now]. In
the beginning, a couple of
people, like producer Steve
Lillywhite, Beck, and Macy
Gray came on in the lirst
year and really, real ly
helped us. Now we have
this really amazing list of
people involved at one time

T

Air

Dizzee Rascal

The Killers

The Streets

TV

0n

the Radio

or another. We like to
change it up enough [so]
that people aren't hearing
from the same group every
time."
The only similar award for
musicians is the Mercury
Prize, which is delivered to
artists after an independent
panel of journalists selects
the Albums of the Year and
then has a discussion to
decide the overall winner.
"We were definitely interested in the Mercury Prize
in the UK," Spotts said. "It
was the single award for
artists across different genres, instead of ca·rving _it up
into little pieces. We really
looked at the Mercury Prize
and how it was a panel of
journalists picking
the
artists. It's common for
those people to publish
annual top 10 lists in other
interesting and newsworthy
venues. We thought making panels from recording
artists was really interesting. You can't ask those
people what's in their CD
changer."
Last year, MTV2 signed
on as a co-sponsor of the
Shortlist and broadcast the
concert. This year, XM
Radio has joined on and
Shortlist
launched
a
themed station.
"There is this whole section of the business not in
the gloom and doom scenario," Spotts said. "You
read in the paper about filesharing killing major labels,
marketing, labels merging,
but there is this very vibrant
community of independent
record labels and artists
from all over the world. It's
neat to create some place
for them to become celebrated, a platform significant for increased exposure. We put out a CD on
Razor and Tie records this
year. We 're constantly
thinking of supporting these
artists in a tangible way."
Last year, Damien Rice
won for his debut album, 0.
"We are always surprised
[at the outcome]," Spotts
said. "We designed it so
that we wouldn't know, or
have any part in who gets
nominated and who wins.
It's more interesting when
done by recording artists,
who people know and
respect. We kind of organized an annual sort of cross
country discussion by listmakers and we never know
what they'll come up with."
The
Shortlist
Music
Awards Concert will broadcast on MTV2 on Nov. 20 at
9p.m. ET

Air- Talkie Walkie

The French electronic
duo enraptured fans of
Sofia Coppola's The
Virgin Suicides with their
divinely melancholy
soundtrack. The ambient
pop outfit has been
background music since
the 1990s, but fans have
established them in the
forefront with this year's
Talkie Walkie. More
sleepy dreamscapes
than dance tracks, Air
redefine electronic music
with entrancing guest
vocalists and Moog synthesis.
Dizzee Rascal Boy in Do Corner
The British hip-hop artist
that rivals anyone from
the States may have
sold less albums, but he
· demands more attention
with his unconventional
style. The only hip-hop
artist on india label
·Matador, Dizzee Rascal
manages to emerge
beyond other rappers ·
with less overproduction
on spastic backbeats
and a cleverness that
surpasses his young age
of 19.
Franz Ferdinand Fronz Ferdinand
Winners of this year's
Mercury Prize, it's hard
to believe Franz
Ferdinand qualified for
an award given to artists
selling under 500,000
albums. The Scottish
band's hit single ''Take
Me Our is only one
example of the group's
high-energy dance
tracks on its debut
album.

was interrupted with the
Jack White-produced
Van Lear Rose, a true to
form classic country
album laden with honest
and clean twangs of
hometown story1elling.
Contemporary country
music can't compete
with Lynn's 40 years of
experience.
Nellie McKay Get Away From Me
Nellie McKay's contemporary jazz vocals are
not as rudimentary as
Norah Jones,' and her
music takes more risks.
The singer/songwriter
wanted to push buttons
with her first major-label
album Get Away From
Me, which highlights
political positions just as
much as shattered love
affairs: "Mister Bushie
says I I'm your president
I I have lots to say I And
click goes the remote I
There you have my vote
1 Catch in' the next boat
out of here."
The Streets - A Grand
Don't Come for Free
Mike Skinner, aka The
Streets, follows up his
previous Shortlist nominated debut album,
Original Pirate Material,
with the same technique
that found him an underground-to-mainstream
hit in 2002. His British
accent is more appealing than annoying, and
the only thing he has in
common with Eminem is
decipherable and cunning lyrics. More a spoken word artist than rapper, The Streets has an
unpredictable flow.

Ghoslface Klllah - The
TV on the Radio PreHy Toney Album
Desperate Youth.
Bloodthirsty Babes
An aggressive MC,
The most eclectic band
Ghostface Killah is one
· on the list, TV on the
of the most successful
Radio released their
and consistent originators from the Wu-Tang
debut album with experimental post-punk and a
Clan. A frenzied mixture
vocalist that can croon,
of bass lines is the setting to Ghostface's off- ' wail and form a barbershop quartet with himthe-wall anthems and
self. Desperate Youth,
hot sample tracks.
Bloodthirsty Babes is
The Killers - Hot Fuss
atmospheric and danceDon't rely on The Killers' able, intense on both
single, "Somebody Told
ends of the energy specMe" to decipher their
trum.
sound. Hot Fuss is a
Wllco - A Ghost is Born
fanatical agitation of styFolky hometown hero
listic new wave rock.
Jeff Tweedy keeps allMore fun and fashionable than fresh and orig- country cool with Wilco's
inal, the Killers have less india rock pacification. A
likeliness to win when up Ghost is Born is hardly a
regurgitation of 2002's
against the likes of
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot,
Franz Ferdinand.
but stili maintains the
Loretta Lynn wistful breakdowns that
Von Lear Rose
leaves Tweedy an open,
Loretta Lynn's hiatus
yet complex, musician.
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Crazy 88s slice through Chicago
Swordplay sp ecia lists from 'Kill Bill' demonstrate their skills as part of Rosemont anime convention
By Todd Burbo/ Assistant A&E Editor
Fans of Quentin Tarantino's
martial arts saga Kill Bill Vol.
1,recognize them as the Crazy
88s who squared off against
Uma Thurman.
But attendees at the up coming Anime Sound and Vision
conference will know them as
Kamui, a group of professional
stuntmen specializing in artistic
swordplay.
The acrobatic group will be
the marquee pe rformance
which takes place at the
Crowne Plaza O'Hare Hote l in
Rosemont, Ill., on Nov 19 and
20.
Anime Sound and Vision isn't
a typical anime convention by
any means.
"They're a very unique group,
they have a backgro und in
Kabuki, so they're very interested in the artistic side of swordplay," said Sen Yamanaka, cochairman of Anime Sound and
Vision, an event that, among
other things, will feature
demonstrations and autograph

sessions with Kamui.
Yamanaka's
company,
Global Vision, is a non-profit
organization dedicated to bringing all aspects of Japanese culture to America , and they see
the future of this event being
instrumental to their cause.
"Of course, this will be good
for people who love anime, but
we're focusing on all Japanese
culture . Young Americans that
like anime often show an interest in Japanese culture too;
through the language, music or
martial arts," Yamanaka said.
Both traditional and modern
culture will be showcased at the
event, and a stark and humorous contrast between the two
will be obvious to attendees.
Fo r instance, "Gothic Lolita Tea
Party'' will precede a workshop
demonstrating a traditional
Japanese tea ceremony.
"The Gothic Lolita Tea Party
is hard to explain .. . they'll be
wearing very heavy makeup
and
all
black
clothing,"

Yamanaka said.
However, fans attending the
convention strictly for the anime
won't be disappointed. One of
the event's main g uests is
Hiroaki Ino ue, producer of
Japanese animation classics
Perfect Blue,
Bubblegum
Crisis: Tokyo 2040, and
Macross II, among many others. Hiroaki has been a staple
of the industry since 1980,
when he worked with legend Osamu Tezuka, creator of Astro Boy and
Metropolis.
"[Hiroaki) has been an
industry leader for over
20 years. Now he helps a
lot of young creators with
both the art side and the
business side of anime,"
Yamanaka said.
Hiroaki will be person ally
judging an art contest for attendees, and he will personally
choose two winners w hose
portfolios will be presented to
AIC studios in Japan (complete
contest rules are available at
www.animesoundvision.com).
In addition to judging the contest, Hiroaki will delive r two
speeches, hopefully doling out
his veteran wisdom to the
c rowd. The first, to be given on
the evenfs opening night, is
titled "Future of Anime--Past
and
Future
Challenges
Directions," and will be concerned with impending innovations and maintaining creativity.
The following day, Hiroaki will
be available for a Q-and-A and
autograph session.
However, anime industry
insiders won't be getting all the
limelight -Columbia student

her karate expertise Saturday
afternoon. A two-time Karate
Challenge Women's Division
Champion, Yeoh is a student of
Yamanaka's and will be facing
off against multiple armed
opponents during her demonstration. Yeoh is a photography
major at Columbia.
Other workshops will cover
traditional music like a Wadaiko
drum band as well as modern
music, Kimono hair and makeup, and the history and development of the Japanese sword.
Voice actor Christopher
Patton is another guest of the
event. Patton has worked on
projects
such
as
The

"Case
which runs on
Cartoon Network.
This is the first year of this
event, but Yamanaka hopes to
bring it back annually. "We've
had a lot of support ... We think
it will be very big, we hope to be
back next year."
If attendees stay at the
Crowne Plaza O'Hare hotel,
they will receive one free registration per night at the hotel.
Those interested should
at
email
Yamanaka
Yamanaka @globalvision21 .co
m after booking their room.
Registration at the door will be
$35, cash only.
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D

inner is servedand the entree is a
brand new theater
company. Stop
ignoring your cravings and
satisfy your hunger, stage
lovers. Appetite Theatre has
just launched its first season, which promises to offer
a smorgasbord of performances.
Founded by Lauren
Golanty, Michael Graham
and Liz Warton, th ree local
theater artists/self-proclaimed food ies, Appetite is
the newest non-equity theater company in town.
The troupe's first production, "An Empty Plate in the
Cafe du Grand Boeuf,"
which opened Nov. 6 at the
Viaduct Theatre. is only the
beginning-the hors d'oeuvres. if you will, of what
Appetite has to offer.
Though their first show,
directed by Golanty and
starring Warton and Graham
(among others). has to do
with food, that is not all
Appetite is about. Aside from
the obvious food connotati ons the company's name
al ludes to, it's a metaphor
for craving something more
fulfilling in Chicago theater.
"Appetite is the yearning
for things," Managing
Director Golanty said. "It has
to do with passion- you feel
it in your gut. It's the same
kind of feeling that you get
when you're lured into a
story and you're fol lowing a
character through a story,
and then there's something
that happens in the story.
You feel it in the same place
that you have appetite-you
feel it in your gut. It's the
whole idea of gut reacti on
and the idea that appetite
can be an appetite for anything."
In this case, it's an
appetite fo r quality theater
that can stand out among
the backdrop of the many
theater companies in the
city. The fact that the city is
so well known for its cuisine
doesn't hurt, either.
"Appetite's a little unusual.
We've been called a 'foodie
troupe' and I'm totally OK
with that," said Artistic
Director Warton, whi le working her day job as director of
catering for a law firm. "Our

fi rst play is about food-our
relationship to it, the abundance of it and the craving
for it-but also, all the people we work with love to eat
and like going to a great
restaurant before the theater. That's what the experience at the theater should
be like. It should be fulfilling
and content and shared with
friends. In that sense, we
want to attract a new sort of
audience-that foodie audience in Ch icago that loves
to dine out, that loves anything having to do wi th
food."
So it should come as no
surprise that the idea for
Appetite Theatre was
sparked over a meal.
Warton and Graham, who

met a few years ago at Act
I, a local training center for
actors, worked together at
The Side Project, where
they met Golanty, who initiated the project.
While the three of them
talked over lunch one day
last year, Warton says it was
Golanty who got the ball
rolling.
"Lauren said, 'Why don't
we ju st do it ourselves?' and
I said, 'What, are you crazy?
We can't just start a theater
company. I didn't sign up to
do thaL That's for crazy people,"' Warton said. "And she
said, 'No. We know what we
like. We have the same sort
of values and we've had
enoug h bad experiences in
Chicago-1kn ow we can do

it better.' And that was really
the thing that brought us all
together. Not only did we
have the same sort of ideas
of what theater should be,
but we all had such bad
experiences like not getting
paid, or your family sitting
on the floor, or they forgot to
send out the advertising or
the PR. It just seemed li ke
there was always something
missing. It was very frustrating."
So it was decided the trio
would form a company
where everyone involved
was respected and paid for
their work, and there would
be a good atmosphere where
everybody could do the highest quality work possible.
"When we finally decided

to incorporate and go notfor-profit, which was the first
of this year, we realized that
every single meeting we
had, we were making sure
we were cooking really good
food and drinking wine and
having a nice spread," said
Executive Director Graham.
"That was what made us
feel comfortable and good
about what we were doing.
So we kept batting around
different names and finally
hit upon Appetite. The three
of us really love theater and
really love food , so it
seemed like a great combination for us. Every show
we do is not going to be
about food. But we thought
that was a good place to
start. That it was a good
way to kinda get people to
remember our name."
But there's more to starting a theater company than
choosing a catchy name.
Through the year of planning Appetite, Warton ,
Golanty and Graham managed to do what many who
strive for similar goals often
fail at doing: successfully
launch ing their company.
However, they knew from
day one that Appetite was a
business before anything
else, and they spent all year
figuring out how to put it all
together. They handled
everything- figuring out how
to get money, getting a
board of directors and, finally, choosing a list of plays.
"I think most companies,
unfortunately, say, 'Hey, let's
do a play' and that's what
they do first, and then they
figure out all the other stuff
later," Warton said.
The troupe knew it takes
money to start any successfu l business, so they held a
series of fund-raisers
throughout the year. The
first was First Taste, a $50
ticket event complete with
an appropriately exquisite
catered dinner. First Taste,
Warton said, was geared
more toward wealthier theater aficionados who could
write a big check. Next was
Bruschetta, a festival of 20
actors putting on six new

one-acts at Act I for three
weeks in June. The festival,
which raised about $2,000,
was good practice for the
troupe to see what it was
like to actually produce a
show, to be sure they would
want to do it on a larger
scale.
Other events, such as
wine-tastings and garage
sales, helped the company
earn more than $10,000.
While that's a huge success
for a company just starting
out, Warton said it is only
half of the budget for "An
Empty Plate ... "
Despite that, Appetite still
manages to bill itself as th e
only non-equity theater company in the city that pays its
entire staff. The three
founders shared experiences of not getting paid for
years in the city, so they
wanted to make sure, first
and foremost, that those
who worked on their shows
would be compensated.
"We've talked to
Steppenwolf and
Goodman-all these other
established companies-our
mentors- and they're all so
in awe of how organized
and on the right track we
are," Warton said. "Not to
say that other companies
are not doing so, but I think
from the get-go it's really
impressed people that we
do have a business and we
do already have a season
brochure. Most small theaters don't have the money
or they don't think that way
in terms of marketing."
Finding a fitting space for
their first production also
helped Appetite get on the
right track. It is known
among industry affiliates that
it's very difficult to find space
in Chicago's storefront theaters, and as Warton said,
rt's actually "the hardest
thing ever."
·First of all. you have to
deal with all these different
personalities. and [Mayor
Richard M.) Daley shut a
bunch [of theaters] down;
now you have to be up to
COde, so there's a lot more
factors that go into it," she

''Appetite
is the .
yearn1ng
for things.
It has.
to do w1th
passion-

you feel

it in your

gut. ''

said. "It pretty much comes
down to there are only a few
spaces that are available to
theater companies-the
Viaduct being one of them.
We liked the idea that the
House Theatre is kind of a
resident there and they're
kind of a new, up-and-coming theater as well."
The choice to run "An
Empty Plate ... " at the
Viaduct was easy for the
troupe, as they knew it to be
a well-established spot
where similar companies
have put on quality shows.
"We wanted to make sure
we not only surrounded ourselves with great actors,
great designers, but also a
space that would tell people
_we were quite serious about
the type of theater we were
going to do," Warton said.
Typically, a theater company moves into its space a
week before its opening.
Appetite was faced with a
challenge when they moved
in on a Tuesday and had to
be ready to perform by
Friday. But, just as the team
had been ready to go all
along, they pulled together
and the show turned out to
be a solid, new thing for
Chicago that Warton
believes spoke to everyone.
"No matter if you love food
or you don't, or you're 60 or
18-there's something about
the story that really grabs
the audience and takes
them for a nice little ride,"
she said. "As an actor in the
show, it's just been sheer joy
to perform and that's not
always the case. We all get
backstage and we're all
excited. That's a great environmen t to have when
you're in a situation that can
be stressful."
The play itself, written by
Michael Hollinger, is set in
1961 Paris at the Cafe du
Grand Boeuf, which exists
only to serve its owner.
Problems arise when the
owner decides to give up
eating. Perplexed, his staff
must find a way to do their
jobs while not intruding upon
their boss' final request. The
result is a funny yet heart-

warming show.
"It's almost a farce that
turns in on itself, if that
makes any sense," Graham
said. "It's a very odd little
play, but it's very funny. The
owner of this restaurant
says, 'I'm not going to eat
anymore.' So the staff has to
serve him while he sits there
and starves to deathbecause the idea they come
up with is that they will
describe empty plates to him
while the food is actually
cooking from the kitchen. It's
like, 'We'll just describe the
plates to you, that way, we
can do our job and we're not
interfering with your plans."'
Producing a play that had
to do with food was not
Appetite's original plan. In
fact, th e group had decided
on another play, "Defying
Gravity," to do first. but
another local company,
Brown Couch Theatre, had
just done it. Not wanting to
follow on the heels of another company, they continued
their search for a first production, and came upon "An
Empty Plate . .. "
"We were like, 'Oh, this
must have been some
stroke of fate. Because this
is the perfect play for us to
start with,"' Graham said.
"It's about appetite and longing and desire-all those
th ings that the word appetite
means, that aren't just about
food. Hunger with hope, as
the play says."
"An Empty Plate in the
Cafe du Boeuf' runs at the
Viaduct Theatre, 3111 N.
Western Ave., through Dec.
12. For ticket information,
show times and to see what
else Appetite has cooking,
visit wwwappetitetheatre.com.
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Sponge-worthy Shins
The Shins frmt man discusses bands inclusion m 'Spongebob' soundtrack
By Jene Shaw/Copy Editor
ounding out their nearly yearlong tour in promotion of their 2003
sophomore album Chutes Too
Narrow, indie pop-rock band
The Shins are taking a break
until they begin their tour in
Japan and Australia in January.
Much of the band's recent success can be attributed to last
summer's Garden State soundtrack, which featured two Shins
songs, instantly boosting their
popularity. During their downtime, The Shins-made up of
Marty
Crandall,
Dave
Hernandez, Neal Langford,
James Mercer and Jesse
Sandoval- have done a few
side projects, including guest
appearances on the WB's
"Gilmore Girls" and writing a
song
for the upcoming
SpongeBob
Squarepants
movie, which hits theaters Nov.
19. Shins frontman James
Mercer talks with The Chronicle
about his band's recent success and his involvement with a
movie starring an absorbent,
four-sided yellow character
from the ocean.

R

would put on any Shins record.
C: How do you feel about
being on a soundtrack with
Ween, Motorhead and Avril
Lavigne?
JM: The Avril Lavigne thing
was a surprise .... We were told
someone was going to sing the
theme song-they wouldn't tell
us who it was going to be. It
was a rumor that it was going to
be the Red Hot Chili Peppers,
and it ended up being Avril
Lavigne. That's cool, I mean I'm
happy to be with all these peoPIE1 on the record.

C: Do you prefer playing to
a younger audience? What if
6-year-olds listen to the
SpongeBob soundtrack and
say, " Hey, I want to see the
Shins!" what will you think
about it?
JM: I'd be cool with it. We
have a really mixed audience,
so it seems like even when we
play in Boston or something,
there's always people who are
much older there. That's awesome. I appreciate and feel
some sort of reverence for peo-

C: Would you ever
go on a show like
" The O.C." like many
indie
rock
bands
have?
JM : We would probably do
something like that. ''The O.C."
doesn't seem quite as cool as
the "Gilmore Girls." I actually
watched it for the first time
because of all the talk about it,
and it seemed kind of like one
of those '80s soap operas. I
think a lot of indie bands that
have had such a struggle are
becoming more pragmatic. I
don't know, some people find

C: Did you take any special
approach to writing a song
for a children's movie?
JM: Well, yeah, I did not
curse. I wasn't going to do a
porn song ... (laughs). I knew
that I wanted that feeling I
remember having as a kidtotally carefree and walking
down the sidewalk of your
neighborhood. I was one of
those types of kids that liked to
walk around alone and check
stuff out; I was a pretty happy
kid. I wanted to bring out that
kind of feeling.

C: What's the best concert
you've ever been to?
JM: The most, sort of, enthusiastic I've been about a show
was The Flaming Lips at the
Crystal Ballroom. Their songs,
first of all, are just incredible ,
and they pull it off so well live.
Wayne [Coyne, front man of
The Flaming Lips] has such a
great presence--such a positive feeling and atmosphere. At
the end of it, it was as if I had
just gotten back from the
Church of Humanism. It was
almost religious.
C: If you could be a part of
any movie soundtrack, what
would you choose?
JM: You know what has a
great soundtrack-but I don't
know where The Shins would fit
there-A
Clockwork
on
Orange. I love that soundtrack.

Chronicle: Have you and
the rest of the band members
become accustomed to your
recent level of celebrity status ·from Garden State and
" Gilmore Girls" ?
James Mercer: I think we're
pretty isolated from any of that
stuff-it's not as though I walk
down my street in my neighborhood and get recognized. In
L.A. it's a different story. When
we were just down there, I don't
think I was quite prepared-!
didn't realize that there's this
word out [about us] in
Hollywood. L.A. is always different. It's not so bad, though. I
think we're handling it fine.

some
drugs
on him. And
we all got arrested (laughs).

C: What are some of the
bad band names you've had
in the past?
JM: I was in a band one time
called Orange Little Cousin,
and a band called Blue Roof
Dinner. I think the worst band
name of all ... for like three
months I was in a band called
Subculture, which is so lame
and pretentious.
C: Is it true the song for the
SpongeBob
soundtrack,
"They'll Soon Discover,"
came out when you were
writing [your debut album]
Oh, Inverted World?
JM: What I had was just the
main part-that four-<:hord circle that starts the song out. I
actually recorded it on a fourtrack back then. And I remember it reminded me actually of a
Cure song, the way I had the
percussion set up. I just really
couldn't make it work- it really
sounded too bubble-gummy
and cartoony, which ended up
being just perfect for the
SpongeBob thing. It's very different from any song that I

pie who are older than me and
my generation. I appreciate
their opinions.
C: Did the comparisons of
Oh, Inverted World to Simon
and Garfunkle and The
Beach Boys put pressure on
you while writing Chutes Too
Narrow?
JM: I don't know if I felt that
much pressure. I remember
just trying to take it all in stride.
I think that I write everything off
as a fluke, to make it easier on
me. I get really self-conscious if
I think about how successful
we've become.

that bad, but I don't really.

C: What is the band's
favorite beer?

C: What's the first album
you ever connected with?

JM: Our favorite is Tecate in
cans. Ice cold.

JM: I think the album I really
fell in love with was [Pin k
Floyd's] Dark Side of the Moon.
I had this friend who was 14
and I was 10, and he loved
Pink Floyd and played it all the
time. Later, that record reminded me of that age. It will always
be a special record.

C: The inevitable question-when can we expect
the next album?

C: What's your craziest
experience while touring?
JM: We got pulled over in
Oklahoma and our roadie had

JM: We're starting to get that
question. I always have to be
careful because I might say
something in an interview and
SubPop [Records] wi ll hear
about it and start making deadlines (laughs). I think over the
nex1 six months I can finish up
writing-so maybe in the next
year.
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Pet sounds from Scotland
Dogs Die in Ho t Cars a re playing music and saving lives
By Trlsh Bendix/ASSISianl A&E Editor
From the name, there IS no
1ndlca11on of what the band
Dogs D1e 1n Hot Cars sounds
like. Know1ng they are from
Scotland 1sn't a huge help,
e1ther- they sound nolh1ng like
the typical mus1c coming from
the highland co untry.
Dogs D1e 1n Hot Cars are on
t he ~r f1rs1 US tour to promote
their debut album, Please
Describe Yourself, wh1ch was
released 1n late October, and
they w1ll be mak1ng a Ch1cago
slop at Schubas Tavern on Nov.
15 Amencan aud1ences w111 gel
the~r f1rs1 taste of a band that
has been labeled as everylh1ng
from ska to Franz Ferdinand
Imposters.
"In some ways, llh1nk !hal it's
good to confuse people," sa1d
Craig Macintosh, guilanst and
voca list of the band. "I think
we're definitely in that category
that makes [classi fying] us difficult. Somebody said we were a
cross between Radiohead and
Oas1s. If that IS meant 1n term s
of potential populanly, then I
can't complain about that.
There have been so many hilarious k1nds of comparisons. The
list is endless, and there are
new ones everyday. I mean, if
you mention five bands I'm sure
we've been compared to one of
them."
Dogs Die in Hot Cars kicked
off their tour with a live set on
Los Angeles' KR CW and a
show at the Troubador, a

.,----,.----- -Tn'-----,.-- -- - - --, it's good to be part of sofamous L.A. venue.
"We've been to New York
cal led scenes. because
twice," Macintosh said. "For
Scotland is great. It's very
any of us, though, this is our
much a media thing that
fi rst real venture into all the
happens. from read1ng
stales. Laurence. our drumabout what's happen1ng in
the States. It's the same as
mer, lived in Boston for two
years even, and it's the same
the Brits. It's a scene bubble riding the country. F1rs1
for him."
Mac1ntosh, guilansl Gary
it's Liverpool, then Bryson,
Sm1lh, bass1s1 Lee Worrall,
then London and now 1t's 1n
keyboard lsl/vocalist
Ruth
Glasgow. II makes 11 very
QUigley,
and
drummer
conven ient for people.'
Laurence Davey have been
If listeners are an1mal
play1ng together s1nce they
fans, the1r cunos1ty m1ght
met at prep school 10 years
drive them to g1ve DDIHC
ago. During college the band
a try.
was on h1atus, only playing on
"It's bizarre," Mac1ntosh
weekends.
said of the hoopla sur"[We sta rted tak1ng the band
rounding the bands' name.
senously] when we moved to 1
"We're sometimes misinGiasgow, from school to the '--"----,--'--'-'--'---:--c':-'-c':....:.---'---:--"-:...._:-'-:...:..:--=-...:.-,-...:__:_:.....:...,-.,.--:----' terpreted, in terms of being
east coast [of Scotland] ," over the country. It kicked off we actually signed the deal, it taken literally. Just as many
Macintosh said. "After about a quite early on . We we ren't was in a rundown workingman people see it negative as posiyear, we though t we needed 10 an ticipating signing [to a label] pub in Hampton before a gig at tive. The [Royal Society for the
make a decision : Do we choose in any way."
the Barfly. The guY. who was Prevention of Cruelly to
studying or music? Music was
Macintosh said last year was from V2 was actually there Animals]. we were just told, did
something we never thought we a whirlwind of record label when we were signing. It was a homepage on their website
could do, but we decided to meetings, following the success quite a nice moment. I was like, with a big thanks 10 us for pro'I know you- remember?'"
meti ng the cause. They wrote
pack in the university. That was of their single.
about five years ago and we've
"V2 [Records] had decent
Staying in Glasgow meant the something like 'Support them
been pushing it ever Since."
people and we got a gooci vibe band was inevitably consolidat- because they're saving dogs'
11 was soon after that DDIHC from them," Macintosh said. ed into a neat and tiny Scottish lives!' 11 was lovely, very funny.
released a one-off single on a ''The funny thing, though, is that music package for the media to There have been no threats
small label affiliated with the three years ago, V2 was actual- deliver to curious music lovers. from animal activists yet.
EMI Group that received air- ly the first record label that con"It's like scenes dictate that Hopefully we're saving dogs'
play.
tacted us. They heard the name we have the same kind of geo- lives!"
"We really used it as sort of a and were interested in hearing graph ical
influences,"
Dogs Die in Hot Cars will play
calling card and it was on limit- a demo. We didn't hear any- Macintosh said. ''There's all this at Schubas Tavern, 3 159 N.
ed release," Macintosh said. thing back, so I gave them a great music com ing out [of Southp ort A ve. on Nov. 15 at g
''Those don't usually get played phone call. The guy said, 'You Scotland], but there is more p .m.
on radio stations, but it did- all know, it's not my cup of tea.' It rubbish music. It's the same
was quite funny because when everywhere. At the same time,
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Sass, dance and politics
Le Tigre brings their blend of feminist pop to The Vic

By Jennifer Sabella/Assistant News Editor
Equipped with choreographed dance
moves, brightly colored outfits and a
whole lot of sass, Le Tigre manages to
make a political statement while getting
the whole room dancing.
On Nov. 5, riot girl revolutionary
Kathleen Hanna, along with J D Samson
and Johanna Fateman, had The Vic
Theater, 3145 N. Sheffield Ave., filled
with eager fans of all ages.
Accompanied by their large projection
screen, Le Tigre took the stage with "On
the Verge" from their third and latest
album, This Island. Although This
Island is their first major label release , it
doesn't ste(lr away from the topics that
have dominated Le Tigre's music: poli tics, feminism and homophobia.

During the song "FYR," the screen
projected the lyrics, but it wasn't necessary. Fans screamed along with the
song from start to finish: "Ten short
years of progressive change I 50 fucking years of calling us names I Can we
trade Title IX for an end to hate crime?"
The song is just a taste of Le Tigre's
knack for dressing up serious political
messages with electronic riffs and
poppy keyboards.
And it was just a matter of time until
Hanna mentioned the election. Looking
genuinely upset, she said that the band
had been depressed about President
George W. Bush's re-election all week.
"(Bush] can take everything else
away," Hanna said to the crowd, "But he
can't take this. He
can't take away this
room."
The band then
launched
into
"Seconds," another
song from This
Island, about the
president. Hanna's
powerful screams
and apparent anger
reflected her roots
as riot girl outfit
Bikini Kill's frontwoman .
"Better
thank you r brain dead clientele I For
all the money that
you'll spend in hell /
You make me sick."
Politics
has
always been a platform for Hanna
since the early
1990s when Bikini
was a staple in
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the Olympia, Wash., music scene.
After Bikini Kill's split in 1998,
Hanna went solo to create a more
electronic album under the name
Julie Ruin, wanting to make feminist music people could dance to.
Not wanting to perform alone,
Hanna asked Fateman to help her
out, and by 1999, Le Tigre was
born.
Le Tigre's Nov. 5 performance
formed a sense of unity among
everyone who attended the show,
and not just because the crowd
was smashed together.
Hanna, Samson and Fateman
ended their 60-minute set with
"Deceptacon ," which resulted in
an on-stage dance party. Opening
act The Gossip took the stage and
danced along with Le Tigre and
selected audience members.
As the band invited members of
the .crowd on stage, security didn't
bother trying to stop it. When the
song came to a close, the sweaty,
smiling crowd cheered loudly,
hoping for an encore.
Le Tigre closed with their cover
of the Pointer Sisters' song "I'm
So Excited."
As the lights went on and the
band left the stage, a feeling of
euphoria took over The Vic. Fans
wiped the sweat from their foreheads and loudly conversed with
their friends about the "amazing"
show. We can only hope that Le
Tigre's success doesn't end with
This Island-and judging by their
performance, failure doesn't
appear to be in the future.
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Crazy 'Kids' are back in the hall
By Scott Carlson/News Editor
It seems odd to say that a
In short, the first season was your head!")-make the occagroup
of
cross-dressing an offering by amateurs. The sional appearance, but the
Canadians changed the face of Kids were stage comedians who troupe's new characters steal the
sketch comedy, but that's exactly weren' t used to the technical show. The Chicken Lady, Sir
what ''The Kids in the Hall" did for standpoint of television, and it Simon and Hecubus of ''The Pit
five years on the Canadian showed.
of Ultimate Darkness" and the
Broadcasting Corp.
But they got better.
pretentious Darryl (pronounced
Now, seven months after the
The second season proved the Dehr-ri~ -al l of them fan
release of the first season on Kids had learned how to perform favorites-make
their
first
DVD, the troupe-Dave Foley, for a different medium. Season appearances in the second seaKevin
McDonald,
Mark two is by no means perfectson.
McKinney, Bruce McCulloch and clunker sketches emerge here
Ironically, though the second
Scott Thompson-have dusted and there-but it's a tighter, more season shows are top notch, the
off their wigs, dresses
four-disc DVD set conand fake breasts to
•...TR£ AUilC1,ll0f OF IT II me, t!KliU THE.UT 1• ' tains fewer special fearelease the unedited sec- :
tures than the previous
, ·. ~ Sl!JCH COftnT·U!l.' ·Til!Hii!R£\Iron
;.
ond season of their
release. The first seagroundbreaking
TV
son's fourth disc offered
show.
45 minutes of interviews
Fans of the series
with the Kids, plus sketchshould be delighted,
es from the Kids' days at
because until now, the
the Rivoli Theater in
only available "The Kids
Toronto-their main gig
in th e Hall" episodes
before
television-and
were taken from their
two "best of" compilations
syndicated American run
with commentary from the
on NBC, which were
troupe.
severely cut for content.
Season two's fourth
The second season DVD
disc offers less-the interrelease retains all the
views on the second seashow's coarse language
son run only 15 minutes,
and homosexual overinstead of 45. The new
tones.
Rivoli performances come
The second season is
from the same blurry VHS
also the beginning of the
camcorder that sourced
show's golden age.
the sketches on the first
Produced by "Saturday
DVD set, and while they
Night
Live'"s
Lorne
will probably be a treasMichaels, most viewers
ure to hardcore fans of
· found ''The Kids in the
the show, casual viewers
Hall" to be the weird stepwon 't see much value to
brother of "SNL," with its
them.
odd ~ense of humor and
Obviously, the reason to
the 1 ·oupe's preference
get the set is not that
to pla·t the female charfourth disc; the content of
acters themselves-in
the other three is what
convincing costume, not
counts. Comedy fans
drag. The Kids' stellar
should seek out the Kids'
performances put the
cutting-edge humor that
show far ahead of its time; no focused series.
put them second only to "Monty
one could believe that five relaFrom the second season's first Python's Flying Circus" in the
tively good-looking guys could show, it's evident that the unfun- annals of comedy history.
pull off wearing dresses so well.
ny sketches-weird for weird's
The
Kids'
first season,
released on DVD last April, was were
sake, severely
as theyreduced,
later and a
funnie r than most comedy more uniform sense of humor
shows, but wasn't as revolution- was adopted. It can be
ary as what followed . Instead of assumed the show's new writone blazingly hilarious sketch ers, Norm Hiscock, Brian
after another, the first season's Hartt and the towel-clad Paul
shows were uneven, only an Bellini, can be credited for
intermitten tly funny affair. For improving the show.
every sketch that exhibited the
The first season's reoccurgenius of the Kids' weird sense ring characters-some of
of humor, there were at least whom are almost ubiquitous
three sketches that were just- in pop culture, such as the
well, weird.
Head-Crusher ("I'm crushing

Columbia alumnus 'Sins'
By John Wicencyjusz/Staff Writer
The spotlight shined on Chicago two years ago to
the stage of the Mexican explore acting. He plays
Fine Arts Center Museum the role of Silvio, the man
as Theater with a Vista's who captures Sor Juana's
production of ''The Sins of heart through trickery.
Sor Juana" began. The
"I really liked the charplay, directed by Columbia acter because he can talk
alumnus Edward Torres, his way out of any situaopened Nov. 2.
tion," he said. "Silvio had
''The Sins of Sor Juana," a hard life with no way of
winner of the Charles climbing the social ladder,
MacArthur Award for sort of like Sor Juana.
Outstanding New Play at Meeting a woman like her
the 2000 Helen Hayes was great for him because
Awards, was written by it forced him to be himself.
Karen Zacarias.
I found that to be very
The play tells the true interesting."
story of Sor Juana lnes de
Actress Laura Crotte,
Ia Cruz, a 17th century who plays Sor Juana's
woman who suffered friend Xochitl, is a big fan
many hardships for doing of Sor Juana's poems.
what she loved more than
"[My fascination with her
anything else: writing poems] was the first thing
poetry.
that drew me to the play.
"I wanted to do this play Also, I really liked my
for many reasons ," Torres character. She is very
said. "It's very well written interesti ng and always
and actually has many of asking the right, difficult
Sor Juana's poems incor- questions. Xochitl is like a
porated into it, which ·guardian to Sor Juana."
made me very interested.
Torres has made a posAlso, the subject matter itive imp'lct on the cast.
"[Torres] is also an
was really good.
"Sor Juana wrote about actor," Crotte said. "So he
things that many felt were brings a different point of
controversial and that view than someone who
caused a lot of trouble for only directs. That's what I
her."
like about him."
The play's actors were
"Edward is an actor's
equally impressed with director," Villa said. "He
the story of Sor Juana.
lets us experiment with
"I actually hadn't heard our roles a little bit. That
of Sor Juana until I got the really puts everyone at
part," said actor Juan ease. We're actually so
Francisco Villa. "When I comfortable with him that
found out, I was embar- we call him ET, as in the
rassed that I didn't already film."
know. She's an icon in
'The Sins of Sor Juana"
Latin America.
Her will be performed at the
poems are taught in Mexican Fine Arts Center
schools there."
Museum, 1852 W. 19th
Villa, a native of New St., Nov. 16 to 21.
York City, moved to
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Crossword

J8CH8SS OF the LUee/1

ACROSS
1 Enjoyed a s1esta
6 May celebrant
9 Muddies
14 Edmonton
player
15 Memorable time
16 Actress Potts
17 Gave up hope
19 Letter-lady
White
20 Wrath
21 Frocks
23 Begins
27 Wherewithal
28 Expands one's
stafl
29 Slowpokes
33 Coral formation·
34 _ excellence
35 Energetic drive
36 "Ode on a
Grecian
37 Menial workers
39 Peter's last

By Jene Shaw/Jackass Editor

name?

40 Mrs. George
Burns
42 Corn serving

43 Speaker's
platform
44 Flouncing
46 Dried plum
47 Looks _
everything

48 Fashioned
49 Rouses
52 Chicago
ballplayer
53 Makes a long
story short?
54 Ladylove
60 Bird with fine
plumage
61 Male child
62 German autos
63 Is affected by
64 Blowup letters?
65 Green years
DOWN
1 Greensward

2 Stretch the truth
3 South Afrtcari
golfer Ernie
4 Get-up-and-go
5 Attributes
6 Little more than
7 M1n1ng product

8 Bright red
9 Voracious
10 Jackie's
Aristotle
11 Hostelries
12 "Whose _ Is It
Anyway?"
13 Wet expanses
18 Gov. tax
collector
22 Somewhat
23 Shoulder
signals
24 _ del Fuego
25 Sites for fights
26 Ump's cohort
27 Melodic
ornament
29 Sigma follower
30 Twin city
31 Marilu's
character on
"Taxi"
32 Perceived
34 Hunt1ng animal
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43 Matter-of-fact
45 Demand
46 J.F. Kennedy's
vessel

37 Journal keepers 48 Total
38 Joke or choke
49 Steer llesh
4 1 Slave
50 Outer limit
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The actress asked photogJackass tip of the
raphers to refrain from publishing the photos. Re1d told
week: If you bought it,
don't flaunt it.
the New York Post, "The pholike
When actress Tara
tographers
were
Reid strutted down the
lunatics-high-fiving each
red carpet for hip-hop
other in front of me. It was so
artist P. Diddy's 35th
embarrassing. There were so
birthday party Nov. 6,
many paparazzi and the
she exposed a little more
flashbulbs were going off I
than she bargained for.
couldn 't see anything."
After
posing
for
Rumors have been circupaparazzi at the New
lating for months about
York
event,
the
Reid's possible boob job,
American Pie actress
which may have been confirmed after her flash attack.
took off her fur wrap, not
only revealing her black
The actress embarrassed
herself more when she told
gown, but her left breast
as well.
The Insider, "I'm known as
this retard . I want to grow up.
For about 10 seconds,
the 29-year-old Reid
I don't want to be the drunk
was unaware that half L__ _ __:__ _ _ __:__:__..:__J girl. It hurts my feelings when
her chest was hanging
you guys write stuff about
out until a PR rep pulled her strap back up, me. It's not just me-it affects everyone
but not before paparazzi snapped dozens of around me. I just want everyone to leave me
alone."
photos.

5 t Filly's father
52 Is unable to
55 S1ne qua_
56 Pa ris street

57 Fruity cooler
58 Malleable metal
59 Blockhead

~---'-------1

wee111Y Web
For those of you who
remember Bob Saget as
the model father and host of
"Wake Up San Francisco"
on everyone's favorite TV
show "Full House," this site
may alter your perceptions
just a little.
Bob Saget is God,
ac.cording to -what elsewww.bobsagetisgod.com.
The site supplies the avid
"Full House" viewer with a

l

new perspective on the Saget is God (there is some
"perfect" father we all know math involved) and serves
and love. But, for those of as an evangelistic medium
you who wish to take your to recruit other Saget-oloSaget-ology to the next . gists to join in the "Church
of Saget."
level, this site is for you.
It's equipped with feaBut don't worry kids· It
tures such as the Bob Saget isn't true.- It is just for a
Gallery, as well as a section chuckle! In the name of
that provides proof that he Almighty Bob. go to this
site!
is the Almighty Bob.
The site provides a
detailed explanation for why

www.bobsagetisgod.com
-

I
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NEWS BRIEFS
Stories from colleges across the country

Kansas resident allegedly kicked in the testicles repeatedly by police officer during anti-war protest ...
LAWRENCE, Kan.-A 23year-old Lawrence, Kan., resident
Lawrence
Police
said
a
Department officer kicked him in
the groin several times during a
mass march in protest of the invasion of Fallujah.
Sgt. Craig Shanks, Lawrence
police shift supervisor, said he
could not comment on the situation.
According to the Lawrence
Journal-World, Sgt. Mark Warren
said the protesters had not notified
police of the protest and "police
had arrested the protesters for failing to comply with officers'
instruction and for interfering
with traffic."
Nine protesters were arrested
and eight were charged with disobeying lawful order, impeding
the flow of traffic and unlawful
parade. The ninth person had an
additional charge of interfering
with police duties, a police
spokesman said.
The bail was $35 for the people
who were charged with three
offenses. ·
FORT COLLINS, Colo.Local health officials have found
evidence that the plague and
tularemia have been found in
dead animals and pets, and are
alerting the public to use preventative measures to avoid the diseases.
Two pet cats have been diagnosed with the plague in the past
two weeks, and a woman died
from the plague while visiting the
Red Feather Lakes area in August.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention have been
jointly working with the Larimer
County Department of Health and
Environment in monitoring the
plague and other infectious diseases.
So far, four feline plague cases
have been reported this year.
Ann Watson, public information specialist with the health and
environment department, said it is
rare to find humans infected with
the plague and said those infections come from contact with
their pets.
Cats and other animals can be
infected with the plague when
they kill and eat infected rodents
that are riddled with infected
fleas. From that point, pets can
transmit the disease to humans

Take a moment to pause.

through bites, scraiches or
droplets from their coughs. The
bacteria can also be transmitted
via infected fleas themselves,
which pets can also bring into
domesticated areas.
The bubonic plague is not
transmitted person-to-person, but
it can spread to the lungs to form
pneumonic plague, and the victim ·s close contacts can be infected.
ANN ARBOR, Mich.Smoking a cigarette may give
people temporary reprieve from
the stresses of everyday .life, but
recent
findings
from
the
University of Michigan neuroscientists show that smoking may
have more permanent effects on
the brain.
At this year's Soc iety for
Neuroscience meeting held in San
Diego, a team from the university
presented research that found
smoking has lasting effects on the
brain's "feel good" chemical system. This system contains chemicals called endogenous opioids,
which are the same ones activated
by heroin and morphine.
Using radioactive scanning
technology that tracks activity in
areas of the brain, researchers
from the depanments of psychiatry, pharmacology and the
University Addiction Research
Center found increased concentrations of "feel good chemicals"
in smokers' brains.
Jon Kar Zubieta, a university
psychiatrist and neurosc ientist
who helped lead the study,
described the interaction of tobacco, and especially nicotine, with
brain chemistry as "a fascinating
area that we're just beginning to
understand, espec ially when it
comes to correlating neurochemistry with behavior."
However,
the correlation
between neurochemistry and
behavior shouldn't be misconstrued by students to help justify
their smoking on the grounds of
bui lding
stress
resistance,
Domino warns.
" The brain changes with any
drugs you take," Domino said.
"Of coUtse, it changes permanently with learning, too."
BATON ROUGE, La.Health researchers have said combining energy drinks with alcohol

KRT

Former 12th man on the Texas A&M football team Josh Amstutz was wounded in the right leg
while serving with the United States Marines in Iraq. He is currently recovering.
can create an excess of calories
GRANTSBURG, Wis.- The
that drinkers cannot process, thus small town of Grantsburg in
making the consumer gain · northwest Wisconsin recently
revised its school curriculum to
weight.
Red Bull contains 80 mil- allow the teaching of creationism.
ligrams of caffeine and 110 calo- During a review last month of the
ries, while B-to-the-E contains 54 science curriculum for this district
milligrams of caffeine and 203 of about I ,000 students, the
calories with an alcohol by vol- Grantsburg school board added
language calling for inclusion of
ume content of 6.6 percent.
Popular energy drinks such as "various models/theories" of oriRed Bull and Crunk Juice are gin in science classes.
being mixed with liquor in many
In response, more than 300
bars, while brewery companies biology and religious studies facsuch as Anheuser-Busch and Steel ulty from across the state have
Brewing have produced pre- signed a letter asking the
mixed alcoholic energy drinks Grantsburg school district to
with B-to-the-E and Sparks.
reverse its decision. Their mesBob Lachky, vice president of sage echoes a prior letter signed
brand management and director by 43 deans of Wisconsin public
of global brand media for universities.
Although Wisconsin state law
Attheuser-Busch, said 8-to-the-E
is meant to appeal to young requires that evolution be taught,
drinkers looking for something school districts may design their
different.
own science curricula, said John

Donovan, a spokesman for the
State Department of Public
Instruction. Creationism can be
included.
A 1987 U.S. Supreme Court
decision, Edwards vs. Aguillard,
struck down a Louisiana law
requiring any teaching of evolution to be accompanied by
instruction in "creation science."
In the majority opinion, Justice
William Brennan wrote that the
Louisiana statute violated the separation of chUtch and state by purposefully advancing a specific
religious belief.
However, the court has not
ruled definitively on whether creationism can be taught as part of a
science curriculum.

-compiled by Andrew Greiner

Identity Continuedfrom Page 12
" Within the university, identity
theft prevention is at best a
'porous' filter based entirely on
chance and good will," said the
ITRC 's website. " Far too many
persons, including other students, have access to personal
data file, therefore continuously
tempting nefarious persons to
execute an identity theft on an
unsuspecting student."
Many colleges and universities
use students' social sec urity
numbers as identification numbers because it is easier than g iving people randomly generated
numbers.
"It's a lot easier to match all of
the different pans of an applica-

tion file to a number rather than a
name, especially more generic
ones," said Victoria Millet, a
freshman admissions counselor
at the University of Houston.
"We don 't force people to supply
their social security numbers, but
it makes the matching process
easier for everybody."
Millet said that while most students provide their social security numbers willingly, others are
more hesitant out of fear of identity theft. While the University of
Houston has never had a problem with identity theft, Millet
said they shred all papers as a
precaution to thwart poss ible
thefts.

Michael Oster, a high school
senior in Brookline, Mass., said
he is concerned about identity
theft, especially now that he is
applying to colleges.
"At first, I felt reservations
about g iving out my social security number to the College Board
and various co lleges," Oster
said. " However, what scares me
more than identity theft is a college mixing up my application
because I did not give enough
identifying information. I guess
if I' m going to trust a college
with my education, I should be
able to trust it with my social
security number."
Oster also said he elected to

have a randomly generated number on his driver's license instead
of his social security number.
Tom Lekan, head of security for
KeyCorp, one of the nation's
largest bank-based financial
services, said shredding financial
information and unso licited
credit card offers is one way students can protect themselves.
Additionally, Lekan recommends students take caution to
not leave checkbooks, credit
cards or mail lying around dorms
or shared living spaces, and to
carefully read over all credit card
and bank statements. Students
should only order merchandise
online thro ugh secure websitcs

and make sure that they install
and update virus protection programs on personal computers,
Lekan said.
Students should also never
carr'y more than a sing le credit
card for planned purchases and
only a few checks, not a full
checkbook, with on ly in itials
printed on them instead o f full
names.
Lekan also suggested that students make two copies of personal information cards that may
contain social security numbers,
like st udent ID's, drivers ' licenses and health insurance cards,
then leave one at horne and bring
the other to school.
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Your registration time slot for the Spring semester will be available in mid-November. This info rmation can be obtained
going to the Register for Classes Screen on OASIS (under ex-Enrollment). Follow the instructions to see what your registration
time will be. Time slots a re based on the number of cu mulative cred it hours you have accumulated. An e-mail with your Spring
registration tim e slot , and other registration informat ion, will also be sent.
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as foll ows:
Firstname.Lastname
Example: Joseph.Smith wou ld be your full e-m ail login
You r e-mail password is the same as yo ur original default OASIS password (unti l YOU change it). Remember, changing your
password in OASIS does NOT change yo ur e-ma il password, and vice versa. If you have problems logging into your e-mail account,
please contact the Student OASIS Help Line at 312-344-7 788.

Late Registration : Monday, February 14 • Frld.ay, February.1 8
All time slots will remain open for Spring registration until Saturday, February 19 at Midnight (CST).
Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be In Ja nuary.
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate In registration. Check your OASIS course and fee statement for
your current balance. Please contact the Student Financial Services Office at 312-344-7140 or e-mail sfs@colum.edu to
resolve any unpaid balance ..
IMPORTANT
Meet with your faculty advisor for an advlslng.clearance In advance of the registration dates.
Contact your major department for specific Information.
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$5 off any purchase of $25 or more 1

or
$10 off any purchase of $50 or more
or
$20 off any purchase of $1 00 or more
Does noc apply to sale hems. Coupons only v•tcr at theM locations.

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

®

The helpful place.
South Loop Ace Hardware
725 S. State Street

Wabash & Washington Ace Hardware
26 N. Wabash Avenue

312-461-0900

312-726-7777
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ANNOUNCING NEW BFA DEGREE PROGRAM
T H E F I C T1 0 N W R I T1 N G D EPA R T M EN T 0 F C 0 L U M 8 I A C 0 L LEG E C H I C A G 0 announces

its N E W B A C H E L 0 R 0 F F I N E A R T S I N F I C T I 0 N W R I Tl N G D E G R E E P R 0 G R A M , with
~· specializations in Fiction , Creative Nonfiction, Playwriting, Electronic Applications, Publishing, and Story
Workshop® Teaching.
Along with its extensive undergraduate BA and graduate MFA in Creative Writing, MA in the Teaching of
Witing , and Combined degree programs , the new BFA continues a 36-year tradition of innovation and excellence
that places Columbia College at the forefront of writing programs nationwide.
Our renowned Story Workshop approach em phas izes voice, imagery, audience, and positive reinforcement of
your strengths as a writer. Develop your creativity, tell you r stories, and gain skills essential for personal and
professional development. For more information about our diverse study programs, extensive course listings,
award-winning student anthology Hair Trigger, and visiting writing series, check out http:/ / fiction .colum.edu ,
or call 312 344 7611.

YOUR STORIES. YOUR FUTURE.
PHOT O GR AP H B Y MARY ELLEN M A R K, A CRO BATS REHEA RSING TH EI R A CT AT GREA T GOLDEN CIRCUS, AHMEDABAD, 1989
Columbia College Chicago adm1ts students without regard to age, race. color, creed, sex, religion, hand1cap, d1sab11ity. sexual orientation. and nat1onal or ethmc ongm.
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PERFORMANCES

6:30-1O:OOPM
OPEN MIC SIGN-UP

6:00-6:30PM
SPECIAL GUESTS

rHEM's~

FREE ADMISSION. FREE REFRESHMENTS. FREE FUN.
Sponsored by [C) spaces a division of Student AHa irs, funded by

s~udent activities fees. ~~.~~~:Jic;,.aJ§\~11

Columbia
COLLIII

CHICAao i CJ

Nov~mber. 1~ •.. 2094.

Your registration time slot for the Spring semester will be available in mid-November. Tl1is information can be obtained
going to the Register for Classes Screen on OASIS (under ex-Enrollment). Follow the instructi ons to see what your registration
time will be. Time s lots are based on the number of cumulative credit hours you have accumulated. An e-mail with your Spring
registration time slot, and other registration information, will also be sent.
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follows:
Firstnarne.Lastname
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your fu ll e-mail login
Your e-mail password is the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change it). Remember, changing your
password in OASIS does NOT change your e-mail password, and vice versa. If you have problems logging into your e-mail account,
please contact the Student OASIS Help Line at 312-344-7788.

Continuing undergradu;rt'e, degree-seeking registration : Wednesday, December 1 · Friday, December 10
Open registration (all students Including degree-seeking and students at large) : Tu esday, February 1 Saturday, February 12
:1
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.Late Registrati on : Mondayo-February 14 - Friday, February 18__
All time slots will rem ain open for Spring registration until Saturday, February 19 at Midnight (CST).
Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be In January.
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate In registration . Check your OASIS course and fee statement for
your current balance. Please contact the Student Financial Services Office at 312-344-7140 or e-mail sfs@colum.edu to
resolve any unpaid balance.
Meet w ith your faculty advisor for an advising clearance in advance of the registration dates.
Contact your major department for specific information.

ADVERTISING SALES REP.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
ASST. PHOTO EDITOR
ASST. WEBMASTER
stop by the Chronicle's offi ce at 623 S. W abash,
suite 205, a nd fill out an application. contact
Ch ris Richert w ith any questions at:
· ·. crichert@colum .edu OR 312.344.7432
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Adam's Rust

Downtown casino still a bad idea
ne of the problems of
be ing a big-city mayor
is that you often have
to ba lance the books when
there isn' t enough money to
go around.
Just ask Mayor Richard M.
Da ley. He poi nted ou t as
much last week as he
unvei led the city's 2005
budget. a $5. 1 bi ll ion plan
that included $85 million in
new fees and taxes in an
effort to make ends meet.
Without a new way to bring
in more money for the city. he
warned, there cou ld be trouble in the future.
The mayor's solution?
Build a casi no downtown.
despite all of the problems
such a move might bring.
"I wish I didn ' t have to do
gaming," the mayor recently
told the Chicago Tribune's
editorial board. "I wish we
never had to talk about it. But
we have to come up with
some other revenue source."
We wish he didn 't have to
"do gaming" either. In fact.
we strongly encourage him
not to.
The mayor has talked
about a casino in Chicago on
and off almost from the time
he was first elected in I989.
and the reasons are always
the same: The city should get
some of the revenue that's
currently going to riverboat
casinos in places like Elgin
and Joliet; Chicago's touri sm
industry could always use a
boost; and budget gaps can be
made smaller.
The problem is, on each of

0

these points, the exact opposite is likel y to be true.
The likelihood th at citizens. or their entertainment
dollars. are currently going
than
someplace
other
Chicago. a world-class tourist
destination, simply because
those cities have gambling
outlets seems farfetched.
The same goes.for bringing
new visitors in: historically,
gaming has been seen as a
way to help revive dying and
shuttered downtowns that are
unable to attract tourists any
other way, a model that under
no circumstances describes
Chicago now or anytime in
the likely future.
Which leaves us with the
money. Daley wants to make
sure the city gets as much of
the profits as possible by
allowing the casino to be
owned by the city.
But that means his administration, who couldn't build
Millennium Park without
going more than $300 million
over budget, decided to shut
down a public airfield without consulting anyone and is
presentl y mired in a bribesfor-contracts Hired Truck
scandal would be responsible
for operating a casino.
But even if everything
associated with a downtown
casino ran smoothly, there are
too · many hidden costs
involved.
For one, in order for the
state or the city to collect
money from gaming, a whole
heck of a lot of gamblers
would have to lose theirs.

In a March I editorial ,
Crain's Chicago Business
esti mated that in order for the
state to rake in $6 17.8 million
last year, casino gamblers had
to first lose $ 1.7 billion, most
of which went out of state as
profit for private corporations.
As well , casinos come with
destructive hum an costs:
addiction, bankruptcies, broken families, alcoholism and
the li ke. And the city could
end up picking up the tab,
since many of the proposed
casino's customers could be
city residents without health
insurance or access to addiction counseling.
Even worse, a casino is
unlikely to solve the city's
budget problems. Currently,
12 states that rely heavily on
gambling show budget
deficits thi s year, according to
Tom Grey of the National
Coalition Against Legalized
Gambling. This includes
Nevada, the home of legalized gambling, which is
expected to show a $187 million shortfall through 2005.
Historically,
legalized
gambling has proven to be
one of the least effective
ways for municipalities to
raise money, despite the
nationwide trend for cities big
and small toward building
casinos.
All toid, there's simply too
much to lose with legalized
gambling.
Daley needs to fold his
hand· and walk away.

Adam RusVThe Chronicle

LEI I ERS 10 lHE EDJTOR:
Setting
straight
Council

Legislating extremist values the true outrage
t's safe to say that most
Americans li ve life by a
set of moral guidelines.
After all, if this were not true,
more of us would have killed
each other by now.
But morals can be dangerous, especially when they are
used to contro l others.
For example, it seems
there has been a recent
increase in politicians looking to push their personal values to make a political point.
In some cases, these socalled "values" are offensive,
degrading and damaging to
the civil liberties of certain
Americans, and end up
affecting the rest o f us
through our exposure to
destructive demagoguery.
Take, for example, preelection remarks made by
U.S. Sen.-elect Jim DeMint,
a Republica n from South
Caroli na. He believes that
open ly gay people and
unwed pregnant mothers
should not be allowed to
teach in public schoo ls, a
belief that not onIy promotes
di,crim ination but also is
ab,urd.
DeMint argue' that such

I

teachers don't represent the
public's values, but who is he
to say what the public's values are? Most likely, the public values a child's right to
receive the best possible education, regardless of the
teachers' backgrounds.
Instead of suggesting that
teachers who may not reflect
his values are unfit to do their
jobs because they might send
the ·wro ng message, the
Senator should be sending
his own positi ve message
that promotes acceptance of
other lifestyles.
Another example of politicians' morals going awry is
Tom
U.S.
Sen.-elect
Coburn 's extreme anti-abortion opinions. Coburn, a
Republican from Oklahoma,
openly advocates sentencing
doctors who perform abortions to death for kill ing
another human being.
Unfo rtunate ly, it's di fficult
to even begin to describe how
irra tiona th is view is. First of
all, Coburn 's support of exe·
Ctlling those who supposedly
take lives defies logic. If he
doesn't support kill ing by
abortion, he shouldn ' t sup-
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port killing by capital punishment-death is death, no
matter how you look at it.
But Coburn's belief is also
a cowardly way of solving
what he sees as a problem by
eliminating all sense of judgment. Instead of thinking reasonably about what is best for
the public, Coburn chooses to
act instead with an iron fist.
Killing can ultimatel y
solve any social issue, but it
takes an reasonable person
not to resort to any lowest
common denominator.
It would be in Coburn's
best interest-and ours-to
attack issues from the standpoint of what is fair and efficient, instead of what is quick
and bleak.
Politics and morals do not
necessarily have to be archenemies. Elec ted officials
can pass and support legislation that treat people as sovereign indiv iduals who are
free to pursue the lifestyles
they choose, whic h is itself a
unique, American value.
This country does not need
politicians hinderi ng people's
rights for their own personal
bel il!fs.
Mark W. Anderson
Commentary Editor
Jamie Murnane
A&E Editor

Trish Bendix
Todd Burbo
Assistant A&E Editors
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at

record
College

Among the
most'
important attributes, at a
minimum, that one hopes
working at a college
newspaper will inculcate
in potential journalists are
the appropriate checking
of facts and the accuracy
of quotes.
The article in the Nov.
8
Chronicle
titled
"Council hears concern
over search for seminar
director" had errors in
fact and attributed quotes
that were never voiced.
Given that there was no
time-sensitive material in
this story, surely energy
could have been invested
in doing a professional
job.
The council did not, in
fact, ask for any written
statement about anything
to do with the new firstyear seminar program. As
well, there is, in fact, faculty representation on the
search committee for the
new first-year seminar
director.
Moreover, the article
implies that I said that the
new Freshman Seminar
program was proposed as
a reaction to ending senior seminar and as a way
of changing the existing
freshman seminar program and making it more
valuable for students. I
never said any such thing
and that is not, in fact, the
way in which events transpired.
I hope that publication
of this letter will at least
set the record straight
about these issues.
I am ex tremely disap·
pointed with the carelessness with which the article was written. This kind
of journalism docs a dis-

- C heryl JohnsonOdim
Dean
School of Liberal Arts &
Sciences
Editor's Note

Theresa Scabrough
Assistant Photo Ed~ors

might also encourage you
to get that information out
to a wider audience in
some sort of written form,
perhaps, " regarding the
issue of f reshman semina r
information.
The Chronicles position is that our ·overall
;eporting
accurately
reflected the concem s
at
College
voiced
Council, as the headline
suggests.

The Nov. 8 article,
"College hears concern
over search for seminar
director" reponed on a
- Andrew Greiner
Editor-in-~hief
College Council dispute
Columbia Chronicle
concerning the search for
a new director of the
Freshman Seminar program
The fqcts in the anicle, Oasis changing, not
however. have been chal- going
lenged as misleading.
Here are the facts:
In response to the Nov.
-There is a search 8 story, "College to tear
committee looking for a down Oasis," I am writnew director of the ing to clarify what the
Freshman Seminar pro- goals of the new student
information web pages
gram.
- Keith
Kostecka, are, and how this site is
Columbia
College being designed to compliOrganized Faculty presi- ment the Oasis portal.
dent, openly raised conOasis has been an
cerns about the search essential online academic
and administrative tool
committees membership.
What was noi stated in for students since its
the article, however, was introduction at Columbia
that his concem focused a little more than a year
on the committee s lack of ago.
full-time faculty who have
Because of Oasis, sturecently taught the class. dents· are able to register
The Chronicle failed ·to for classes online expedimake clear this distinc- ently. It has allowed us to
tion.
do away with the long
-Currently, there is a lines and frustration that
part-time faculty member had previously been the
on the search committee hallmark of the enrollwho has taught the class ment and registration
process.
recently.
- Council cltainvoman
Oasis has also allowed
Patty McNair asked for students ·to stay on top of
details
about
the their academic progr~ss.
Freshman Seminar pro- graduation requirements
gram to be presemed in and bill payment.
written form. A review of
audio tapes from the
College Council confirms
that McNair sa id, "/ See Letters, page 19
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Profits and global warmi.ng: A match made in heaven
By Mark W. Anderson
Commentary Editor

"Offshore oil exploration and
production are likely to benefit
from less extensive and thinner
Good news: the price of gaso- sea ice, although equipment will
line may be dro pping at the have to be designed to withstand
pumps in the near fu ture.
increased wave forces and ice
How do I know this? Actually, movement," said the ACIA
!_don't. I' m just going off of report, noting that "extensive" oi l
recent news reports suggesting and gas reserves have already
that the destruction of Arctic been identified off the sea coasts
areas, due to increases in globa l of both Alaska and Canada.
temperatures, may end up openScientists also · point o ut that
ing new parts of the earth for oi l standards designed to protect the
and gas drilling, and create delicate permafrost regions of the
newer and faster shipping lanes Arctic "are currently under
in which 'to get the black gold review, and may be relaxed" in
out.
an effort to allow increased use
The news comes o ut of an of heavy-duty exploration equipinternational scientific sympo-· ment, rais ing concerns about
sium held in Iceland last week, in damage to the tundra.
a report known as the Arctic
Once the oil has been extracted
Climate Impact Assess me nt , from the land e nergy-drilli ng
sponsored by the United States, firms previously scorned as not
Canada, Russ ia and a host of profitable enough, additio nal
Scandinavian countries.
benefits to the bottom line may
Among the study's findings be realized fro m the tantali zing
were a number of heartbreaking possibility that cargo ships might
possibilities. For one, rising sea be able to take shortcuts where
levels, decreased sea ice, and none had ex isted before.
thawing coastal permafrost are
Suggesting that by 2 100 the
likely to result in "devastating Arctic Ocean could be almost
consequences" for some arctic ice- free during the summer, the
animal species, such as polar report notes that "reduced sea ice
bears and seals.
is likel y to inc rease marine
As well , climate changes may access to the region's resources,
present "serious challenges to the expanding opportunities for shiphealth and food security of some ping and possibly for offshore oil
Indi genous Peoples," while exploration."
" major physical, ecological,
Seasonal access to some cursocial, and economic changes" rently hazardo us shipping lanes,
could effect lands well beyond such as the Northern Sea Route
the Arctic.
Th ankfully, however, tucked
inside all of the predictions of
doom and gloom are the kinds of
potential good fortune economists and business people like to
call "areas of opportunity," most
notably in the fields of energy
exploration and exploitation.
Global warming, as it turns
out, along wi th its unintended
consequence of decreasing ice
shelves and raisi ng ocean levels,
may well be j ust the thing needed
to allow increased d rilling for oil
and gas and easier shipping
routes for oil tankers.

and the No rthwest Passage,
could " lengthen considerably as
the century progresses, due to the
decline of sea ice."
Which is all good news for
anyone bold enough to look past
the environme ntal destruction
and potential loss of huge chunks
of one of the planet's continents,
and set their sights on the financial and societal benefits warming will bri ng.
The kinds of destruction the
ACIA is talking about, after all,
are unlikely . to come before the
end of this century. Which, for
anyone who hasn't noticed, is
still almost a hundred years from
now.
That means if it comes down to
harm ing the environment for oil
or worrying about the damage
such activity wi ll bring, well,
harming the e nvironment is
going to win.
After all, there are profits to be
made, especially for the big oil
companies, who haven't exactly
proven their mettle as careful
stewards of the environment during the last 100 years.
And it's unlikely that the Bush
administration-well-known for
its fondness of " market-based"
solutions to environmental problems-will intervene for the
good of the pianet.
Or that the American people,
who have come to expect low
gasoline prices at the pump as a
God-given right of citizenship,

will rise up and demand accountabili ty from corporations that are
ex ploiting the world's natural
resources in an effort to keep
their shareholders happy.
Instead, what we have here is
what many economists like to
call a "virt uous circle," wherein
the o utcome of one event creates
favorable conditions for the outcome of another event, and so on.
In this case, the circle goes like
this: billio ns of cars using gasoline made from oi l create carbon
monoxide pollution, which heats
up the earth 's atmosphere, which,
in turn, warms the Arctic region,
reducing the ice caps over
reserves of more oil, which can
then be extracted cheaper to sell
to car owners, who will use it to
create more global warming.
As a result, the energy companies get to make more money.
Americans will conti nue to use
up the world 's resources at an
alarming rate. and you can sti ll
use that car to drive down to the
corner store.
Meanwhile, endangered plants
and animals become more endangered, indigenous people see
their homelands destroyed and
one of the world's last remaining
wild places is brought to heel.
Which is a small price to pay,
when you think about it.
After all, with a bit of luck, it
could cost less to fill up your
tank in the future.
And who doesn't want that?

Letters

and a valuable tool for students.

States. Without Lerman, these
experiences would never have
been possible. Although we
aren't going into fields of science
or mathematics, we realize the
value of the unique opportunity
she is offering.
Lerman has a great appreciation for the arts, and has created
a department that integrates scientific and mathematic concepts
with the arts.
We can say fro m personal
experience that the monies that
Lerman receives from grants are
well utilized and greatly needed
for the programs and workshops
she covrdinates.
By the way, the Science
Institute is not in the Wabash
Building, but rather in the South
Campus Buildi ng, 624 S.
Michigan Ave. , on the 14th fl oor.

Cont. from page I 8

The Oasis system represents a
significant
technological
advancement for the college. It
was assumed that it wou ld take
some time for Oasis to live up to
its promise and possibilities.
Any system that serves more
than' 12,000 students and faculty
requires upgrades in hardware,
software and infrastructure, as
well as buy-in from the entire
college community.
As faculty begin to make better use of the portal, every student will have access to syllabi,
reading and homework assignments. Improvements in e-mail
functions are also anticipated in
the near future.
While Oasis has been enormously successful as an academic and administrative tool, it may
never be able to serve our
diverse and eclectic student body
as a source for news and information at the college.
In the Office of Student Affairs

we face an important challenge
in marketing events and services
to a po pulation that increasingly
demands opportunities to share
and participate in our vibrant
campus and community.
We hope the new student
informatio n web will provide
students with an easy-to-use
online resource that will highlight what is going on today, this
week and this month at
Columbia. We hope it will be
useful in connecting students to
faculty and staff who are well
positioned to help students get
ahead in their creative disc iplines.
We see the new student portal
working · as one component of a
larger effort to promote activities
and services for students, including calendar postings, public
service announcements and emails.
These efforts are designed to
complement and enhance communication collegewide. We see
the Oasis portal being an integral
part of college communications

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators,
faculty or students.
All text, photos and graphics are the

pooperty of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be repnoduced or published without
wrttten permission.

-Mark Kelly
Vice President
Office o f Student Affairs

Kudos, not
Lerman

criticism,

for

We are writing in response to
the letter to the editor (Nov. 8,
"Lerman should sing new
song") .
Dr. Zafra Lerman has created
programs with grant monies she
has received to bring awareness
to students everywhere about the
importance of math and science.
Her work with the Science
Institute at Columbia is just as
important here, if not more so,
than at other uni versities where
people major in these subjects.
Lerman has made our four
years at Columbia very fulfilling.
She has taken us, and other students, to Kenya, Africa and St.
Petersburg, Russia, as well as
various places in the United

Editorials are the opinions of the EdHorlal
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).
Views expressed In this publication are those
of the wrHer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Joumallsm
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

-Labeeba Hameed
Senior, Photography

- LaTasha Sanders
Senior, Arts, Entertainment
and Media Management
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Columbiil
Chronicle
Clilssifieds
Classified Advertising

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by 5p.m. on
the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per word with
a$5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in
full prior to publication. All ads will be published in
alphabetical order.
Three Ways to Place aClassified Ad
1Online

• • #I Spring Oreak Website!
Lowest prices guaranteed. Free
Meals & Free Drinks. Oook I I people. get 12t h trip free! Group d iscount s for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202
PRO VOICE LESSONS - AS
LOW 1\S $5!!! Profession ally
Trained Vocalist & Vocal Coach
Offering Lessons for Begi nner
Students :
Iiveli vel i veaga i n @yahoo.com
Online surveys makes you $75.
Receive two fu lly paid ai rline tickets MoneyAuthor.com
l~aza ru s Inc. is hiring FT/ PT
staff writers for a C hicago based
monthly magazine. If you've got
i:x[>Criance o r you're j ust a tale nted
wn ter, send your samples to N'Si te
Films. C/0 Mike Merrill 401 W.
O ntario Su ite 208 C hicago, II
606 10 Excellent writing ski lls a
must.

DISCOUNT S HOW T IX FOR
COLUMOIA STUDENTS! See
"S upernatural
C hicago"
at
Excalibur ni ghtclub (632 N.
Dearborn) o n 1-riday night at 8pm.
O nl y $ 15. 18 and up (bring ID).
Cas h at the door or reserve in
advance
at
www.S upcrna t ura IChi cago.co m/co
llcge.htrnl

Visit www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
2By Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name, city. state. zip code and phone number
with full payment to: Chris Richert. 600 S. Michigan
Ave .. Chicago. IL 60605.
3By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name. city. state. zip code and phone number
withfull payment to 312/344-8032.

M4MUSI\.corn the #I gay co llege dating website IM chat and
IOOO's of picture ads. America's
largest _gay dati ng se rvice en ter
code UC29.
Please check your ad and repo rt
any errors to us by the next issue's
deadline so that corrections can be
made. We will not be responsible
for erro rs or fai lure to run an ad
except to the extent of the cost of
the firs t insertion o f the ad. We
reserve the right to categorize, ed it,
and refuse classified ads.

Specials!

We offer a wide range of document services.
Student rate BN/ $.06
Full-color copies
Binding, laminating and collating
Boxes
Envelopes
School Supplies
Stamps, Fax

DEARBORN STATION·.
47 W. Polk St.
Polk and Dearborn
312.427.7839

Week of November 1- 5 - 19

soups

Chicken Chili in a Bread Bowl ................. $4.25
served with tortilla chips.. sour cream..
cheddar cheese and green onion

monday

Chicken Vegetable

Reuben Panini on Rye ............................... $4.00

tuesday

corned beef.. swiss cheese.. optional
sauerkraut £ thousand Island dressing
served with potato chips

wednesday
Split Pea £ Ham

Individual Pizza ........................................ $4.25

thursday

roma tomatos.. spinach, mozzarella
and asiago cheeses

Cream of Pumpkin

Cream of Artichoke

the underground cafe
basement- 600 south michigan

I'
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First Lady fashion
featured at Field
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In memoriam

0 More than 70 Jackie 0. garments on display
B't Tunisia Fortson
SlalfWrite!
The . style and manner of
Jacqueline Kennedy-Onassis is
the subj ect of the upcoming
exhibit "Jacqueline Kennedy:
The White House Years" at the
Field Museum, 1400 S. Lake
Sho re Drive, Nov. 13 through
May 18, 2005.
There is no doubt that
Kennedy-Onassis
impacted
Ameri ca, es pecia ll y in the
1960s. Kennedy-O nassis was
the No. I most-admired woman
in Ameri ca for five years a fter
her 'fiusband's election, according to the Gallup Poll News
Service. Matte i created many
Kennedy-Onassis-Jike fashion s
for Barbie, wh ich are st ill sold as
collectors ' items o n websi tes
li ke eBay. LIFE magazine p ublis hed a photo book called
Remembering Jackie, made up
entirely of the photos they had
People
o f Kennedy-Onassis.
magazine's
1998
book
Unforg.euable Women of th e
Century even featured her photo
on the cover.
· "J acque line Ke nnedy: T he
White House Years," wi ll fea ture
more than 70 of her garments,
photographs.
ha nd-written
notes, film c lips and other documents. The exhibit will have
some of Kenned y-O nassis' most
fa mous garments on d is play: the
f~w n coat and signature pil lbox

hat worn at the 1961 inauguration; the red dress worn for the
televised tour of the White
House; and the beaded gown she
wore whe n she met Soviet
Leader Nikita Khru s hc hev.
Nancy O'Shea, spo keswoman
for the Field Museum , said the
ex hibi t is applicable to the current time period.
" The upcoming exhibi t is relevant to the 2 1st centur y in the
issue of how we use clothes a nd
o ur garme nts to express o ur s tatus in the world," O'Shea said.
Kennedy-O nassis' style choices became famous over time, like
having her entire 1961 inauguration wardrobe made by designer
Oleg Cassini, or paying homage
to international countries and
d ig ni taries by do nning the ir
designers' fash ions. Many of her
o ther endeavors, such as penning
a g uide to the W hite Ho use- the
proceeds o f w hich 'vent to its
res toratio n-put e mphasis on art
and culture on a national level.
O'Shea advised visi tors to
either purc hase tickets in
advance or ca ll the museum
before hand , beca use so me days
are a lready sold out.
Field Museum hours are 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Th e ticket
prices for the exhibit are $25 for
adults, $22 for seniors and students with IDs, and $16for children ages J to II. Call the
museum for further details at
(3 12) 922-9410.

Tunisia Fortson/The Chronicle

Marshall Field's models pose in a line of clothing designed to
reflect 1960s fashion. The line was displayed at the pre-opening breakfast Nov. 12 for the Field Museum's Jacqueline
Kennedy exhibit, which Marshall Field's is sponsoring.

Erk: oavis/TM Chronicle

Col. Jill Morge_nthaler, U.S. Army (left); Mayor Richard M. Daley; Norm Grady, U.S. Army
Corps. of Engineers; arid Cadet PFC Michael Kamys of Lane Tech ROTC place a wreath in
front of the Dough Boy Statue at Soldier Field in commemoration of Veterans Day on Nov. 11 .

Raoul

Continued from Back Page

" [Raoul] can work to bring two
sides together for a common
goal, and l see legislation as an
ex tension of that," Rogers said.
Raoul has been a member o f
the Ch icago Bar Association for
mo re th an I 0 years and atte nded
Ch icago's Kent College o f Law
where he met and befriended
Rogers.
Recently, Raoul- demonstrated
his s kills as a negotiator when he
helped City Co llege teachers and
their employers sett le a dispute
over wages and e nd a three-wee k
teac her strike.
Perry Buckley, president of the
Cook County Teache rs Union,
was impressed with Raoul 's abi lity to work o ut differences
between the parties and he lp each
side avo id fi ling grievances.
" He was one o f those people I
trusted [d uring negotiations], and
fra nkly, I' m sad to see h im go,"
Buckley said. ''I'm optimis tic he
will be a good senator. He's a fair

person, an honest person."
Raou l al so vo lunteered hi s
lega l s kill s to community members in the 4th and 5 th wards fo r
three years, offe ring pro bono
lega l advice thro ugh a cli nic he
established in the ward o ffi ces.
Rao ul said he was able to connect wi th the people living in the
areas and Jearn what issues concerned them. With this knowledge, Raoul believes he can better represent the ci tizens of the
13th District.
As the s ta te senator, Rao u l
wants. to find a better way to fund
public schools than the current
method based on property taxes,
a system he said creates disparity
betwee n the q uality of education
students need and the quality of
education s tudents receive.
Rao ul also plans to explore
ad ditional ways to fund the
C hicago Transit A uthority and
prevent poss ible se rvice c uts
because of an unbalanced budge t.

Employment figures leave small business owners skeptical
0

Experts report loans given to small business owners last year helped generate 2.2 million jobs

By Allison Borges

CaU'Iiuling Wnter
There may finally be some good
news for small business owners,
according to the U.S. S mall
Business Admi nistratio n 's latest
report. But some local small business owners remain skeptical of
these findings, and said they have
yet to feel an impact.
Since August 2003, 2.2 million
new jobs have been created in the
Onited States, according to The
Small Business Economy, 2004, a
report unveiled Nov. 3 at Robert
Morris College in Chicago. The
SBA said new jobs are a direct
result of the high number of loans it
gave out to small business owners
last year.

''The SBA loans given out hit an. definitely does d eter people fro m
all-ti me high this year and now doing th is."
While the increase of small busismall businesses are very optimistic about their hiring plans," ness loans the SBA credits itself
said Chad Mo utray, chief econo- with wouldn't directly apply to
mist of SBA's Office of Advocacy.
home-based businesses (wh ich
Ho wever, some small bus iness make up 53 percent of all small
owners said not to believe every- businesses), Mo utray said folks like
Porter do indeed have struggles of
thing yo u hear.
" It's very d iffic ult to s tay o n their own. His gro up is working to
to p and earn a Jiving. It's a help.
"Home-based businesses face a
shame, a start-up day care cente r
has a very hard time trying to get unique type of burden," Moutray
throug h all the loopholes," sa id said. "While they don't have to
s mall business owner Betty worry about much o n the federal
Porter, who has been ru nning a · level, their primary concern is zonday care center out o f her ho me ing. Many people want to start a
for the past 12 years . "You have home-based business, but zoning
to get Iicense d, take classes might restrict them from doing that.
every year, deal with zon ing-it We are trying to make an impact

here and help these folks as well."
Moutray applauded the SBA for
providing more support to small
businesses than ever before, and
acknowledges the challenges that
the 24-million s mall business owners in the U nited States face,
including rising health care costs
and high taxes. However, he is
optimistic for the ·future of s mall
businesses-and it seems he isn' t
the o nly one.
"! want to start my own restaurant," said Sarah Terralynn, a senior
at Robert Morris College. who listened to the SBA announce its findings. "It's kind of scary, but it
seems like they are really trying to
he lp peop le get mo re fund ing
now."

Preckwinkle believes Raoul's
plan to find funding for the CTA
is a se nsible issue to tackle fo r a
senator representing the I 3th
Dis trict.
"The re are a lot of trans itdependent people in the distri ct
who are concerned about drastic
ser vice cuts," Preckwinkle said.
But the new senato r has no t yet
decided on how to better fund the
CTA and public sc hoo ls. He
wants to become accustomed to
his positio n before he takes
action.
' 'I' m just coming in as a bi t o f
a rooki e," Rao ul sa id . " I've got
to have reasonable expectations
of what l ca n do."
Aside fro m Jaw, Raoul is passionate abo ut basketbal I. and
be lieves in using the spo rt as a
way to keep youths out of trouble.
For three years he coached Hyde
Park City Basketba ll and sees thi s
jo b as one of the ways he's s tayed
co nnected with his community.
Rogers re me mbers noticing
Raoul's passio n for basketball
d uring their law school days, and
sees th is ent husiasm as a reflection o f R aou l's personality.
" He's not a one-dimensional
person," Rogers said. " He's not
jus t a serious guy; he also knows
how to have a good time."
Although Raoul is now representing a large group of people as
a senator, his first concern is his
fami ly. He and his wi fe Kali have
two c hildren.
"Bei ng a father is my most
important jo b," Raoul said. " It
has some stresses, but it also
takes away some s tresses."
After running, uns uccessfully.
for public offices-Qnce for 12th
D is trict state senator, and twice
for 4th Ward alderman agains t
Preckwi nkle-Raoul is th ank ful
he fi nall y has the opportunity to
represent the commun ity he loves
and has li ved in his entire life.
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Hyatt steps aside

for new hotel trend
0 69

uni ts booked 1n Printers Row condo hotel

By Sarah M. Hetland
StaNWnter

Li ssner said
that
many
Chicago hotel s have had low
occ upancy since 9/ 11, and the
foc us is to find a way to bring
back re ven ue.
"The success of this concept is
predicated o n ho tel occup iers
creating strong rental rates and a
strong market in order to provide
good financ ial in vestments for
the buyers," Lissner said.
"Over the yea rs, real estate has
continued to go up, even though
the s tock market has gone
down," said Scott Gi lbert, a sales
agent for The Bla ke. With these
new opportunities popping up,
he said they hope the market will
stay up.
Accord ing to Lissne r, th ree
ot her co ndo hotels are set to ope n
up in the c ity over the next coupl e o f years, including the Trump
To wer and Th e Century, a no ther
hotel marketed by Sudler.
Gilbert said o ne o f the benefits
for potentia l buyers is to own a
co ndo without having to do a ny
of the work , and still enjoy a
re turn on that investment.
"They can occ upy the unit
whenever they want, depending
o n the terms in the re ntal agreement," he said. " When unoccupied, ma nagement will handle all
the maintena nce and the unit will
stay in the ren tal poo l."
The Blake wi ll be o perated by
San
Francisco-based
the
Kimpton Hotels Group, which
specia lizes in the condo hote l
business. According to Gi lbert,
the old Hyatt's interior is having
a $6.5 million overhau l. Each
unit will be fu lly furn ished to
include granite counter tops and
plasma TY s. The renovation will
continue o n into the New Year

The recently purc hased Hyatt
Kegency o n Prinlers Row w il l
ho use the c ity 's latest trend in
real estate as of Jan. I, 2005:
condomi nium hotels.
The hi s toric three- build ing
hotel was bought in July by a
C hi cago-based hotel developer,
The Falor Cos., and wi ll be o ffi cial ly changing its name to T he
hote l.
Blake Condom inium
Sudler Real Estate is marketi ng
the hotel at 500 S. Dearborn St.,
and a comp lete renovation into
condo hotel units is currentl y
underway.
People inte rested in makin g a
poss ible in vestment o ut o f temporary residences ha ve co ntributed to the recent tre nd of
condo ho tels, according to Bi ll
Fi el ds, president o f S udl er's
Reside ntial Sales. T he target
market is return in g visi tors or
business travel ers who are co ncerned about the time an apartment will sit e mpty. These provide the so lutio n.
Accord ing to the online Condo
Hotel Cente r, the idea behind this
concept is that each condo unit
Eric Davis/Tho Chronicle
wil l be so ld to individual
The Hyatt Regency, 500 S. Dearborn St., is now owned by a C hicago-based developer, the Falor
in vesto rs who may use the unit
Cos., last summer. The hotel is currently being renovated into condom inium and hotel space,
for any specified time. The buyand its name will be changed to the Blake Condominium Hotel the first of the year. Condo hotels
are the latest fad for the hotel industry, due in part to their convenience for the buyers.
ers then have the o ptio n to place
the unit into an orga nized rental
w ith comp le tio n ex pected in September, Morton's of Chicago They did not want to cause any
program : the hotel management
early spring, Gilbert said. Any Inc. brought the compa ny to inconvenience to the owners who
or operator o f the bu ilding will
completed units will be available court, arguing that its cus tomers already have reserved units.
then rent ou t the rooms. Owners
to the owners beginnin g in might confuse the name wi th its
However, The Blake makes
share expe nses with the hotel
January; 69 of The Blake's 162 steakhouses. This lawsuit result- refere nce to a Printers' Row stanoperator. The owner and operato r
units have already been reserved. ed in the name c ha nge. dard. According to Fields it is a
wi ll a lso share a portion of the
The hote l was orig inally slated According to Fields, it was deter- reference to a type of foundry in
revenue generated by the un it.
to be named The Morton, to pay mined to be in everyone's best En gland called Stephenson
The Co nd o Hote l Center was
tribute to originall y being the interest to just c hange the name Blake, creators of many fonts
c rea ted by Joel and She ldon
Morto n
Sa lt
fac tory.
In rather than fight a court battle. now regarded as classics.
Gree ne and is a divi s ion o f
She ldo n G reene & Associates 1 - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l nc . The Center. based out of
Florida. is o ne of the leaders in
Conrinuedfrom Back Page
the condo hotel market.
"The concept o f condo hotels to buy the hote l will have a dif- hands, sa id Mary Billings ley, ously that it's not going to be Billingsley said that new owners
has been around for some time," ferent set of circums tances to director of public relation s for torn dow n. It's important to could bring in new capital. In
Fields sai d. "!They areJ usua lly face, such as what to do with the Historic Hote ls o f Ameri ca, a make sure they' re going to take the case of Hilton , whose
popular in resort and fi nal desti- large space and preserving it s group whic h works to preserve care and preserve it .. . and Waldorf Astoria in New York is
hi story, eve n tho ugh it has been and market hi storic hotels across embrace its history," Billingsley an Historic Hotel member, there
nation areas ... unti l recentl y."
the natio n.
said.
is not as much of a concern
Because of th e cont inued renovated before.
" You wan t to see owners who
There is always a bi t o f conAs ide from the challenges of because they usually take good
grow ing interest in real estate,
developers ha ve begun to take. cern when olde r hotels change take care of the hotel, and obvi- re novating a historic hotel, care of histori c hotels they manage, B illingsley said.
notice in Chicago.
The other issue prospective
"Chicago is starting to mimic
buyers of the hotel wi ll need to
the trend from other ci ties in the
take into account is the potential
condo hotel business," sa id Gai l
to create office and retai l space.
Li ssner, vice president of
McKay said that making hotels a
Appraisa l Researc h Cou nse lors
multifaceted faci lity has been
of C hicago.
good for hote ls in the past.
" I think the interest is a simp le
"It typical ly helps to s upport
res po nse to supply and demand,"
each of the hotel's compone nts to
Fie lds said . "Thi s is a property
have the othe rs. [It] is a good
type that has proven to be ve ry
idea for larger developments in
des irab le in many markets and
urban centers," Mc Kay said.
Chicago w il l also prove to be a
des ired locati o n."
The American Hotel &
Lodgi ng Association has lim ited
Joel Greene. a licensed real
informat ion abo ut turning hotels
es tat e broker with the Condo
into mixed- use faci liti es because
llotcl Center. said deve lopers
it is "a fai rl y new phenomenon,"
recognize the po" ihilitics in
Skorn iak said . No o ne at the
Ch icago.
Palmer House could be reached
"The developers sec a lo t of
for comment abo ut whether they
people buying real esta te and
have the space for this kind of
doing business in the Financ ial
development. McKay could not
Dtstri ct," he said .
say e ither, but generall y, she said
Accord ing to Fields. the Hyatt
The Pal mer Ho use is a great
was chosen because of a lack of
hotel.
other vi able locations. It is a choice
" It _is one of those key landlocation, because it is so close to
mark ho te ls," McKay sa id.
theaters. museums and other au raeThe Palm e r House is one of many hote ls in the city currently enjoying an upturn in occupancy
"There's really o nly a handful of
lions, such as Millennium and
ra tes, tho ugh the hotel has always been in demand because of its history. The improvement has
them in the world."
Gmnt parks, he said.
provtded tncent tve for moderate tnvestors to get back into the hotel real estate industry.

Hotel

City Beat

For orangutan, life
begins at middle age
0 Thyroid care restores orang's health, energy
Associated Press
In w hat her keepers call
"Maggie's Extreme Makeover,''
one of Brookfield Zoo's fe male
orangutans had her appearance
and zeal restored through treat ment for a th yroid conditi on.
In addi tion to healthier-looking s kin and fur, Maggie has
dropped 90 po und s and no
lo nger s no res or suffers from the
flatulence, runny nose and constipatio n that once plagued her.
Before Maggie's thyroid condition was diag nosed, keepers had
tried unsuccessfully to get the 43year-old orang to shed some
pounds. Male orangutans didn 't
interest her e ither, but she sought
comfort from her keepers.
"S he had severe headaches,
and when she was in the o ffviewi ng areas, s he would come
and lean her fo rehead on the
front of the cage so that we could
massage her temp les," zoo keeper
Caro l
Sodaro
sai d.
"Sometimes s he fe ll asleep li ke
that."
Keepers were stumped about
what was wrong with Maggie,
who was born in 1961 at the San
Diego Zoo. and is o ne o f the o ld-

est fema le o ra ng utans in th e
cou nt ry. Then, Sodaro heard
about an o rangutan at another
zoo who suffered from simil ar
proble ms and was successfull y
treated for a thyroid condition .
Blood tests were subsequently
performed on M agg ie by a
U ni versity of C hicago endocri nologist and found she suffered
from a hypothyroid, or underacti ve thyroid condition, which can
h inder metaboli sm and energy
levels.
Maggie was prescribed thyroxi ne to balance her body
chemistry and that increased her
metabolis m to help her lose
weight. The rust-colored orang
became more alert after she was
put on a hi gh-fiber diet and her
keepers put her on an exercise
program.
The thyroid treatment also has
Maggie looking for love because
it regulated her menstrual cycle
and jump-started her desire to
mate. Maggie, who socialized
little when she first arrived at the
s uburban Chicago zoo in 1995, is
now payi ng mo re attentio n to the
male orangutans, officials said.
"She' s been chasing them
arou nd," Sodaro said.

Eric Oavisfrhe Chronicle
Rose Park, 827 W. 19th St., is one of 10 Chicago parks that will undergo name changes by next
year. The Chicago Park District is on a mission to rename some of its parks to pay tribute to significant Chicago women.
On Nov. 10 Rose Park was approved to be renamed Guadalupe Reyes Park, after the activist
a nd community leader in the p rimarily Hispan ic d istrict of P ilsen; and Marigold Park, 3111 W. Fulton
Blvd., was approved to be called Nancy Jefferson Park, after the late West Side civic leader, nurse
a nd social worker.
Two other parks, Willow P laylot Park, 5446 S . Drexel Ave. , and Avenue M Playlot Park, 13407
S . Avenue M, are scheduled to undergo a 45-day review by the park d istrict to determine whethe r
their names should be changed. Should Willow and Avenue M Playlot Parks be renamed , 42 city
parks would commemorate famous Chicago women.
- Reported by Katie Schaefer

Chicago history for sale on eBay
0

Cultural Affairs Dept. raises program fund s through online auction

Bv Lisa Frame
StaffWnter

In an effort to raise funds for
c itywide c ultural programs,
Chicago is ho ld ing The G reat
Chicago Fire Sale, its first ever
onl ine auction on eBay.
Joan Greene, project director o f
The Great Chicago Fire Sa le, sa id
the sale is the first charitable eBay
auction to be organized by a U.S
municipality. The sale will offer
bidders the chance to own
Chicago-thcmed items.
" Having it held on eBay makes
the treas ures of C hicago available
to the world," Greene sa id. "We
are told by eBay that it is the fi rs t
c ity-sponsored auction of its
kind."
Greene sa id that si nce this is the
Department o f Cultural Affairs'
first allempl at this sort of auction,
he is unsure how much mo ney the
sale will raise.

Police responded to a theft
reponed at Urban Market, 725 S.
State St., on NoV: 8 at 10 a.m. T he
suspect was a 49-year-old male.

A sexual assault was reported

at the Congress Plaza Hotel , 520

S. Michigan Ave., between 11
p.m. No¥:' 1 and 12:30 a.m. Nov. 2.'
Tbe s uspect was a 27-year-old
maJe.

All the proceeds will go to the
Chicago Cult ura l Center, th e
Gallery 37 arts job-training program, C ultural G rants and the
Clarke House Museum; the o ld est house in the city.
The department asked the public to donate items or services
with C hicago themes valued at
$100 or more.
"We have some great donations
from people of every walk of life
in Chicago," Greene said.
Bidders wi ll be able to compete
for items and packages such as an
original 1960s P layboy B unn y
costume; an architectural d rawing
of M illennium Park 's Jay Pritzker
Pavi lion signed by designer Frank
Gehry; a two-night stay in the
Presidential Suite at the Sofitel
Ch icago Water Tower; and the
opportunity to dye the Chicago
Ri ver green for St. Patrick's Day.
Officials fro m the Department
o f C ultural Affairs requested that

about 20· minutes.
returned tie did ·not
thing missing. When
roommate returned to the locked dormi·
tory room, he noticed money and
items such as a laptop, cell phone
and PlayStatio n 2 were missing.
No one has been apprehended in
relation to this incident.

the Sofitel, 20 E. Chestnut St., be
included in the a uc tion, said
Robert Prohaska, director of sales
and marketing for the hotel. S ince
the Sofitel was bui lt, the ci ty has
distinguished the build ing as a
remarkable piece o f architecture,
Prohaska said. The c ity wanted to
recognize the hotel as a distinct
part of Chicago's skyline by offering the hotel's services as part of
the sale.
"I don 't think the average person could come in and spend
$2,000 a night to stay in the
Presidential Sui te," he said.
The bidding fo r the two- night
s tay begins at $ 1,000, and the
highest bidder wi ll be treated to a
luxurious room on the hotel's
32 nd floor that offers views of the
Magnificent Mil e and Lake
Michigan.
The Great C hicago Fire Sale
takes place on eBay fro m Dec. 2
thro ugh Dec. 16.

•
A security guard for 2 E. 8th
St. apartments was assaulted on
Nov. 8 between 12: 10 a.m. and
12:15 a.m. The57-year-old guard
tried to intervene in an argument
in the lobby between a 24-year-old
· • ' Pickpocketing was rePQned on female resident and her 29-yearthe Roosevelt CT.'\ platfonn; 1200 old eJ~-boyfriend, w ho was there to
S. State St., on Nov. 3 at
p .m. pick up c lothes. The man punched
No one h as beer!'
·
the guard in the head and body
"nection with this
' be,f ore fleeing the scene.

Blackhawks
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players. The way to do so, said
Jim McGlynn, former preside nt
of
the
A mateur
H oc key
Association of Illinois, is to
expose young players to the hotline and make it obvious that
gelling help for abuse is no sign
of weakness.
"The macho part of hockey is
in any sport," McGlynn said.
" But if you can properly educate
the players and parents, you can
get it thro ugh that reporting
abuse is the right thing to do. "
Wh ile the "swirly" incident in
Wood b ridge was a clear-cut
example o f abuse, not all incidents are so obvious, according
to McGlynn. However, he also
believes that any sort of chi ld
abuse can be measured according to the fee lings of the ind ividual child .
"I don't think there's a clear-cut
definition of what's abuse," he
said. "But if a child feels threatened, that's abuse to that child."
Wirtz said that the endorse-

ment of the Blackhawks could
help break down such barriers to
gelling help as well. Although
he did not mention names, he
said that there were several players in the organization who have
expressed interest in supporting
the program.
While Ch ildhelp USA has
worked with several other professional sports organization s in
the past-the Arizona Card inals,
Ph oen ix Suns, Los Angeles
Kings and the NFL Players
Association-the educational
awareness program with the
Blackhawks is the first of its
kind.
Illinois ranks seventh in the
nation for most calls placed to
Childhelp USA. and the group
hopes the program will become a
model fo r other organizations
around the count ry.
'The more public ity this program gets, that will he lp it spread
to other o rgan iza tions," De
Maria said.

/
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Hilton looks to sell Palmer House
0 Investors respond to
upswing in Chicago
hotel real estate market

0 Youth hockey
league hazing incident
sparks outrage, action

By Alicia Dorr
City Beat Ednor

Chicago's oldest hotel, The
Palmer House Hilton, is going
on the selling block, but potential buyers wi ll most li kely have
to keep Hilton Hotels Corp. as a
permanent guest.
Hilton Hotels is looking into
selling The Palmer House, 17 E.
Monroe St. , Chicago's second
largest hotel. Hilton has owned it
for alm ost 60 years.
The
Beverly Hills-based Hi lton
Corp. is looki ng at options for
the I ,639-room hotel. The company may convert some of the
25-story bui lding into retail and
offi ce space wh ile reta inin g
management of the hotel itself.
Hilton is not expected to offi cially put the hotel up fo r sale
until the completion of a formal
stuJ)
of
it s
options.
Repn:sentativcs have sa id it is
too ~ a rl y to discuss specifics of
the possible sale.
In a statement. Hilton Corp.
S<uJ. ''How to best enhance the
prope rty ... is a priority for our
company." The company has
reta1ned Jones Lang LaSa ll e
Hotels to aid it in deciding what
to do with the hotel.
rhicago ' s ho tel rea l estate
market has seen a lot of acti vity
with in the last couple of years.
Hotels like the Blackstone, the
Hyatt and the Westin Michigan
Aven ue have either changed
hands or been discussed in deals.
Accord ing to Melinda Mc Kay,
senior vice president-director of
research for Jones Lang LaSalle
Hotels, the Palmer House is one
of the top hotels in the Chicago
market as far as sales go, especially now that the South Loop is
seeing residential re-growth .
"[The Palmer House] performs
very well," Mc Kay said.
"Beyond that, the locatio n is
improving."
Though she declined to di sc u ~' specifics about the sale of

Blackhawks
rally against
child abuse
By Shea Gibbs
Contributing Writer

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Hilton Hotels Corp. is looking at options to sell the Palmer House Hilton, 17 E. Monroe St. Some
possibilities for the building include renovating parts of the hotel for office and retail space,
though a portion of it will remain a hotel. The potential sale of the Palmer House, which is the
city's oldest and second largest hotel, comes during an economic growth period for the hotel
industry.
The Palmer House. McKay said isn' t going anywhere."
In the late 1990s and early
moves to sell hote l property like
th is o ne are increasing in 2000, the trend was to buy and
Chicago. Kimberl y Skorni ak , renovate hotels, mostly by highhig h-yield
in vestors,
director of communications for ri sk,
Illin ois Hotel
Skomi ak said.
&
Lodgi ng . - - - - - - - - - - - ---, When the botAssocia t io n ,
"It is one of those key land- tom fell out in
agrees, pointmark hotels. There's really
200 1 many of
ing o ut th at only a handful of them in the these investors
world."
were
stuck
there is fin ally
a
small
with
hotels
upswing
in - Melinda McKay, senior vice they could not
hotel occupan- president-director of research, sell. Now that
cy rates in the
Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels
the market is
natio n
over ' - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ' starting to turn
the past year or two.
around, especially in big cities
"Chicago is seeing increases like Chicago, these investors ar e
of sometimes 2 percent a month, getting o ut.
compared to last year in occuMcKay also recounted these
pancy," Skorniak said. "There is s ituations, and added that more
always goin g to be buyi ng and people are stayi ng in hotels
sell ing with hotels. The indu stry again, and this is drawing the

moderate investors back to the
market. The income of an average hotel is still low in Chicago,
McKay said, but thi s is because
the city's hotel market "lives and
dies by its conventions at the
McCormick Place." Despite the
slow rate of improvement, those
looking to sell can get a better
price for their hotel because
investors know the situation is
getting better, McKay explained .
"Hotels are more responsive
to improving economic conditio ns. Values are improving
because the market is improving," McKay said.
The Palmer House is unique
because it is part of the city 's
history, which McKay said "is in
strong demand." Those looking
See Hotel, Page 22

The Chicago Blackhawks have
begun a partnership with
Childhelp USA to educate youth
hockey players about physical,
mental and sexual abuse.
The announcement was made
Nov. 10, a month after a
Chicago-area youth hockey parent was implicated in a hazing
incideill in which a 13-year-old
player's head was forced into a
toilet.
The new program was not
spurred by any one event and is
not meant to target hockey players in particular, accord ing to
Blackhawks' Vice President
Peter Wirtz.
Rather, it is
designed to teach children to
report child abuse as soon as it
starts using Childhelp USA's
anonymous hotline.
"Child abuse is not a specific
problem in youth hockey," Wirtz
said. "This is one of many outlets we can provide to help kids.
There was nothing that perpetuated this; it's j ust a problem."
This plan has been in the
works since last spring, said Jim
De Maria, executive director of
communications
for
the
Blackhawks. While he admits
that the hazing incident contributed to the necessity of the
program, he did not call it a
breaking point.
''There was no one incident,"
he said. ''The 'swirly' incident
just reinforces the fact that a program like this is needed. There
are events in youth sports and in
life that have made this necessary."
With programs like Childhelp
USA, the Blackhawks are
attempting to break down the
violent image so often attributed
to the game of hockey and its
See Blackhawks, Page 23

New state senator fills Obama's vacancy
0 South Side resident wi ll use law insight, local connections to represent 13th District, officials say
Bv Jeff Danna
City Beai Elitor

AP

Democrat Kwame Raoul, a
former Cook County prosecutor, was chosen Nov. 6 as
Illinois' new senator for the
13th District.

When Barack Obama made hi s
move to Washington, D.C., after
being elected to the U.S. Senate,
he left a vacancy in the Ill inois
Senate. G ive n Obama's popu larity in the Nov. 2 electi on, hi s scat
could be seen as a big one to fi ll .
K wamc Raoul docsn ' t sec it that
way.
Raoul , the newly-appo inted
Ill inois senator re presenting the
13th District, isn ' t looking to be
compared to Obama.
" I don' t consider it fi llin g his
shoes," Raou l said . "I contin ue to
walk in Kwamc Raoul's shoes.

People have to stop looking at it
as seats that belong to l senators].
The seats belong to the voters."
Me mbers
of
the
13th
Senatorial District Committeea group o f committeemen whose
wa rds arc in Illino is' 13th
District o n Chicago's South
Side- met on Nov. 6 to select a
new state senato r. The panel
chose Raoul, former Coo k
Co unty prosecutor and C ity
Colleges of Chicago attorney, fo r
the posit ion over six other candi dates.
Raoul's background in law
and life long residency on the
South Side qualified him for the
j ob, said
Alderma n To ni
www.ColumblaChronlcle.com

Preckw ink le (4th Ward), who
was part of the selection committee. The committeemen sought a
candidate who could represent
the area in a similar manner to
Obama, but also someone they
thought could potentially be reelec ted in 2006, Prec kwink le
explained.
" We weren' t trying to find a
Barack clone," she said.
Preckwinkle
was
also
impressed with the amount of
money Raoul raised fo r his campa ign. Since August, Raoul
brought in $60,000, and plans to
raise $200,000 for the 2006 election. This factor indicated to
Preckwinkle and her fellow com-

mitteemen that Raoul could run
an effective campaign for reelection.
But Raoul's experience as a
lawyer is what he and others see
as his strongest qualification for
the senate position.
Larry R. Rogers Jr.. president
of the Cook County Bar
Association, said Raoul's knowledge of law will be helpful in
negotiating and pre paring bills.
Rogers also said that since
Obama 's background is in law as
well, the Illinois Senate will not
be losing the skills of a lawyer
with Raoul filli ng the vacancy.
See Raoul, Page 21
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